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Abstract
In this thesis, we use techniques from statistical mechanics to give evidence for
new formulas for nonarchimedean metaplectic Whittaker functions, arising in the
local theory of automorphic forms. We study a particular variation/generalization of
the six-vertex model of type C having “domain-wall boundary conditions” dependent
on a given integer partition λ of length at most r, where r is a fixed positive integer.
More precisely, we examine a planar, non-nested, U-turn model whose partition
function Zλ is related to characters of the symplectic group Sp(2r,C). Special cases
appeared in Kuperberg [22] and then in Brubaker, Bump, Chinta, Friedberg, and
Gunnells [6] and Ivanov [16].
We relate certain admissible states of our statistical-mechanical model to meta-
plectic Eisenstein series (or equivalently metaplectic Whittaker functions). We give
a solution to the Yang–Baxter equation for metaplectic Boltzmann weights, which
we use to derive two functional equations involving Zλ, where one equation describes
the action on Zλ by a short simple root, while the other describes the action by a
long simple root. Finally, we give evidence for the conjecture that Zλ is a spheri-
cal Whittaker function by showing that Zλ satisfies the same identities under our
solution to the Yang–Baxter equation as the metaplectic Whittaker function under
intertwining operators on the unramified principal series of an n-fold metaplectic
cover of SO(2r + 1), for n odd.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Exact solutions of statistical-mechanical models on planar lattices were explored by
Baxter [2]. As we will describe later in the thesis, an “exactly solvable” model is one
where an explicit generating function on states of the model—referred to as a “par-
tition function” of the model—may be computed in closed form. Baxter’s techniques
(particularly the use of the so-called Yang–Baxter equation) later made their way to
combinatorics in Kuperberg’s proof of the alternating-sign matrix conjecture [21].
His proof made use of one such model: the six-vertex model (or “square ice”). Later,
Kuperberg [22] extended these techniques to symmetry classes of alternating-sign
matrices using planar lattices with a variety of interesting configurations. The sub-
ject of this thesis is an exactly solvable model on a generalization of one such lattice
in [22].
To provide context for our results, we begin with some history. Tokuyama [32]
found a generating-function identity that simultaneously deformed the Weyl charac-
ter formula and the combinatorial generating function for highest-weight characters
of GL(r). His generating function was initially expressed as a sum over (shifted)
strict Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns, but was later given by Hamel and King [14, 15] as
a “partition function” of a six-vertex model on a rectangular lattice. Tokuyama’s
deformation matches precisely the output of Shintani and Casselman–Shalika for the
spherical Whittaker function on GL(r) evaluated at a dominant integral element.
The spherical Whittaker function is a complex-valued function on a maximal torus
of the group, and its evaluation is a critical ingredient in many aspects of automor-
phic forms and representation theory; it is described in greater detail in Chapter 6.
In summary, combining this string of equalities, one obtains a description of the
spherical Whittaker function as a partition function of a lattice model. This string
1
2of equalities is rather ad-hoc, and several immediate questions arise:
1. Does there exist a more direct proof of such an identity?
2. To what extent do these formulas generalize to other reductive groups (and
their arithmetic covers)?
3. What do we learn about the Whittaker function as a result of these connec-
tions?
Satisfactory answers to these questions have recently been given in Cartan type
A, and this thesis answers some of them in Cartan type C. Let us begin with the
known answers to these questions in type A.
Brubaker, Bump, and Friedberg [9] gave a partial answer to Question 1 by provid-
ing a statistical-mechanical proof of the results above of Tokuyama and Hamel–King.
In particular, they demonstrated a family of Yang–Baxter equations for the underly-
ing models. Very recently, Brubaker, Buciumas, and Bump [5] found a Yang–Baxter
equation for a statistical-mechanical model for metaplectic Whittaker functions. The
main result of this thesis is a type C analogue of the results of [5].
In type C, a deformed Weyl character formula was proved by Hamel and King [14],
and a statistical-mechanical proof in the spirit of [9] was given by Ivanov [16].
In this paper, we use similar techniques to give new formulas for nonarchimedean
metaplectic Whittaker functions, arising in the local theory of automorphic forms.
We study particular variations/generalizations of the six-vertex model of type C
having “domain-wall boundary conditions” dependent on a given integer partition
λ of length at most r; these will be described in detail in Section 2.1. More precisely,
we examine a planar, non-nested, U-turn model whose partition function is related to
characters of the symplectic group Sp(2r,C). We refer to this model as symplectic ice
so that the underlying group is clear. (Technically, we should refer to it as metaplectic
ice.) Special cases appeared in Kuperberg [22] and then in Brubaker, Bump, Chinta,
Friedberg, and Gunnells [6] and Ivanov [16].
In Chapter 2, we will describe our symplectic-ice model and define some key
terms. We define the partition function Z as a certain weighted sum over all the
allowable “admissible states” of our model. We will also mention and describe an
integer-valued global statistic, called charge, that distinguishes our model from the
usual six-vertex model of type C. Finally, we list the Boltzmann weights of the
vertices in our model, weights that depend on charge.
3In Chapter 3, we mention the fact that admissible states of our model are in bijec-
tion with symplectic patterns (Gelfand–Tsetlin patterns of type C). The remainder
of the chapter goes through the proof of Proposition 3, which relates certain ad-
missible states of our model to a multiple Dirichlet series related to metaplectic
Eisenstein series (or equivalently metaplectic Whittaker functions).
In Chapter 4, we state and prove our main tool: a Yang–Baxter equation for
metaplectic Boltzmann weights. We introduce an alternative viewpoint on charge
that we call a decoration, which is needed in order to make our Boltzmann weights
local (i.e., depending only on nearest-neighbor interactions). We then prove Theo-
rem 1, showing that a solution to the Yang–Baxter equation exists.
In Chapter 5, we prove Theorems 2 and 3, giving two functional equations that
involve the partition function Z. (These functional equations are used in Chapter 7.)
One functional equation describes the result of interchanging any two adjacent rows
i and i + 1 in the model; this amounts to interchanging the spectral parameters zi
and zi+1 in Z (here zi and zi+1 are factors of our Boltzmann weights), so represents
a functional equation for the partition function under the action by a short simple
root. The other equation describes the result of interchanging zr and z
−1
r and reflects
an action by the long simple root. A peculiar feature of the proofs for Theorems 2
and 3 is their dependence on certain lemmas that we have called the caduceus and
fish relations, after [6].
In Chapter 6, we give a brief account of metaplectic groups and their Whittaker
functions, with pointers to the relevant literature for each needed result.
In Chapter 7, we demonstrate that the partition functions of symplectic ice
could satisfy the same identities under our solution to the Yang–Baxter equation
as the metaplectic Whittaker function under intertwining operators on unramified
principal series. We expect to be able to show these identities by using an algorithm
given by McNamara in [26].
In Chapter 8, we give a brief discussion on a few questions related to some of
the topics in this thesis, questions that can support future work.
Chapter 2
Symplectic-ice Models
2.1 Symplectic Ice
Symplectic ice is a collection of digraphs, each arranged on a rectangular lattice and
having exterior edges and interior edges, with “bends” connecting adjacent rows; see
Figure 2.2. Each exterior edge is incident to one vertex if the edge is not part of a
bend. We assign each edge a sign of either + or −, called the spin of the edge. The
spins of the exterior edges along the top, left, and bottom boundaries are referred
to as the model’s boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are fixed as part
of the model’s data. Each interior edge is incident to two vertices. Assigning spins
to all interior edges of the model yields a digraph called a state of the model. A
state is admissible if for each vertex v in the state, one of the following is true: if v
is in a bend, the two adjacent spins differ; else, v and its four adjacent spins match
one of the configurations in Figure 2.1, called the admissible configurations and
denoted by a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2. For example, the state in Figure 2.2 is admissible.
a1
+
+
+
+
a2
−
−
−
−
b1
−
+
−
+
b2
+
−
+
−
c1
+
+
−
−
c2
−
−
+
+
Figure 2.1
Fix a positive integer r, and let ρ = (r, r − 1, . . . , 1). Let λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λr)
be an integer partition. Each digraph of symplectic ice is arranged as follows (see
Figure 2.3):
4
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Figure 2.2
• Rows/Columns: There are 2r rows and λ1 +r columns arranged in a rectan-
gular lattice. The columns are numbered 1, 2, . . . , λ1+r from right to left. The
rows are numbered 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , r, r from top to bottom. We call 1, 2, . . . , r
the spectral indices. A vertex is at the intersection of each column and each
row.
• Bends: For every i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, there is a “bend” at the right boundary that
consists of one vertex and two adjacent edges that connect rows (i, i ).
• Boundary Conditions: For every state, all spins along the left/bottom
boundaries are +. All spins along the top boundary are − if they occur in
the columns numbered by the parts of λ+ ρ; else, they are +.
Thus, λ = (2, 1, 1) corresponds to the top boundary conditions in Figure 2.2. We
will denote by Sλ the set of all admissible states of our model, whose top boundary
..
.
..
.
..
.
..
.
...
...
...
...
...
...
123λ1 + r
+ + + +
1
1
2
2
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
+
∆
∆
∆
Γ
Γ
Γ
Figure 2.3
6condition is determined by λ.
2.2 The Partition Function Z
Our main concern will be the study of the partition function of our model—a gener-
ating function equal to a weighted sum over the set of all admissible states. For every
state s, we assign to each vertex v in s a weight, called the Boltzmann weight of v
and denoted by wt(v), where the weight depends on the spins of the edges adjacent
to v. The Boltzmann weight of the state s, denoted by wt(s), is the product of
the Boltzmann weights of all vertices in s.
The partition function Z(Sλ), or simply Z, is the sum of the Boltzmann
weights of all states. For every non-bend vertex, its weight is zero if its adjacent
edges are not one of the six admissible configurations; so Z can be defined as the
sum of the Boltzmann weights of all admissible states. Otherwise, the weight of
every non-bend vertex is taken from two distinct sets: vertices in row i are assigned
weights from a set ∆, and vertices in row i from a set Γ. (See Figure 2.3.) The
weights depend on an integer-valued global statistic called charge, described next.
• Consider a row of vertices having weights taken from ∆ ice. The charge at any
horizontal edge is the number of spins of − at and to the left of the edge. The
leftmost edge has charge 0. The charge at any vertex is the charge at the left
edge incident to the vertex. The charge at the edge of the bend connected to
the row is defined in the same manner, and the charge at the bend’s vertex is
the charge at this edge.
• Consider a row of vertices having weights taken from Γ ice. The charge at any
horizontal edge is the sum of the number of spins of + at and to the right of
the edge and the charge at the vertex of the bend. The charge at any vertex
is the charge at the right edge incident to the vertex.
Thus, charge in a row of ∆ ice begins at the leftmost edge and increments from left
to right. Charge in a row of Γ ice begins at the vertex of the bend and increments
from right to left. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the charge at each edge along rows
(1, 1 ) of the state given in Figure 2.2.
Fix a parameter v and positive integers n and r, with n odd. Let z1, . . . , zr ∈ C×.
Define the functions g, δ, and h on Z as follows: g is periodic modulo n and satisfies
g(0) = −v and g(a)g(n − a) = v for all a ∈ Z with n - a. Function δ is defined for
70 1 1 2 3 4
9 8 7 6 5 5
4
1
1
+
+
− + − − −
+ + + − +
∆
Γ
Figure 2.4
every a ∈ Z by δ(a) = 1 if n | a, and δ(a) = 0 with n - a. Function h is defined
for every a ∈ Z by h(a) = (1− v)δ(a). The Boltzmann weights of non-bend vertices
are listed in Table 2.1, where the illustrated vertices belong to row i and where a
and a + 1 stand for charge. The zi appearing in these weights is called a spectral
parameter. If the vertex is in row i, the same weights are used but with spectral
parameter z−1i rather than zi.
We will often refer to a bend connecting rows (i, i ) as a ∆Γ-bend to emphasize
that row i (resp., row i ) consists of admissible configurations having Boltzmann
weights from ∆ ice (resp., Γ ice). Other types of bends will appear later; for now,
we give the weights of the usual ∆Γ-bends. For every i, the weights of the ∆Γ-bends
connecting rows (i, i ) are
wt∆Γ
Ç
+c+1
−ci
i
å
= g(2a)zi, wt∆Γ
Ç
−c
i
i
+c
å
= z−1i ,
where c and c+ 1 are the charges at the edges of the bend. These weights are spec-
trally dependent: if i and i are interchanged, then zi and z
−1
i are interchanged.
We will call the bends after such an interchange “flipped” ∆Γ-bends.
Table 2.1: Boltzmann weights of ∆ ice and Γ ice. The subscript i means that the
illustrated vertices are in row i.
Boltzmann
Weights
∆
+
+
+
+
a a −
−
−
−
a a+1 −
+
−
+
a a +
−
+
−
a a+1 +
+
−
−
a a −
−
+
+
a a+1
1 g(a)zi 1 zi h(a)zi δ(a)
Γ
+
+
+
+
a+1 a −
−
−
−
a a −
+
−
+
a+1 a +
−
+
−
a a +
+
−
−
a a −
−
+
+
a+1 a
1 zi g(a) zi h(a)zi δ(a)
8Proposition 1. Let s be an admissible state. If wt(s) 6= 0, then for every row of ∆
ice (resp., Γ ice) in s, each horizontal edge with spin + (resp., −) in the row has a
charge divisible by n.
Proof. Suppose wt(s) 6= 0. Assume, for contradiction, that row i of ∆ ice has an
edge with a spin of + and a charge not divisible by n. Let v be the leftmost vertex
in the row such that the edge to the right of v satisfies those conditions, say the
edge has spin + and charge a with n - a. The charge at v is a (nonzero), so v is not
the leftmost vertex in row i. Let v′ be the vertex to the left of v.
a
v′ v
+
If the spin of the edge to the left of v is +, then the charge at v′ equals the charge
at v, contradicting our choice of v as being the leftmost counterexample in row i.
Thus, the spin to the left of v is −, so v is a c1-vertex with wt(v) = h(a)zi = 0, since
n - a. But then wt(s) = 0, a contradiction.
The case involving Γ ice is handled similarly and is left to the reader.
Chapter 3
Connections to Metaplectic
Eisenstein Series
Friedberg and Zhang [13] showed that the generating function on strict symplectic
patterns given in Beineke, Brubaker, and Frechette [4] is the prime-power supported
coefficients of a metaplectic Eisenstein series on an odd-degree cover of SO(2r+ 1).
The connection in [13] is made through an intermediate bijection in [3]. We show that
this generating function—a multiple Dirichlet series—is related to the Boltzmann
weights of certain admissible states for our symplectic-ice model. We first introduce
some notation and terminology from [4].
3.1 Symplectic Patterns
By a symplectic pattern, or a Gelfand–Tsetlin pattern of type C, we mean a
triangular arrangement P of nonnegative integers of the form
a0,1 a0,2 . . . a0,r
b1,1 b1,2 . . . b1,r
a1,2 . . . a1,r
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ar−1,r
br,r
where the rows interleave: for all i and j,
min{ai−1,j , ai,j} ≥ bi,j ≥ max{ai−1,j+1, ai,j+1}
9
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and
min{bi+1,j−1, bi,j−1} ≥ ai,j ≥ max{bi+1,j , bi,j}.
We say P is strict if the entries in any row are strictly decreasing and if ai,r 6= 0
for all i. (See Proctor [29].) Denote by GTstr(λ + ρ) the set of all strict symplectic
patterns with a fixed top row of λ+ ρ.
Proposition 2. The sets Sλ and GTstr(λ+ ρ) are in bijective correspondence.
The proof is omitted.
For example, Figure 3.1 shows an element of S(2,1,1) and the corresponding
element of GTstr(5, 3, 2). The entries in the pattern are the column numbers of
those vertices in the admissible state having vertical spins of −. (Each entry ∗,
which records the vertex in a bend having a “vertical” spin of −, is set equal to
0.) In general, row i (resp., i ) in an admissible state of ice gives rise to the row of
entries ai−1,i, ai−1,i+1, . . . , ai−1,r (resp., bi,i, bi,i+1, . . . , bi,r) of the corresponding
strict pattern, and vice versa.
12345
− + − − +
+ + + + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
− + − − −
+ + + − +
+ − + + +
+ + − + −
+ + + − −
+ + + + +
+
+
−
−
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
−
+
+
+
+
+
−
−
+
+
+
+
+
←→
5 3 2
4 2 ∗
4 1
3 1
2
∗
Figure 3.1
Let P ∈ GTstr(λ+ρ), and let s ∈ Sλ be the state of symplectic ice corresponding
to P . Shown below are typical rows in P .
ai−1,i ai−1,i+1 . . . ai−1,j−1 ai−1,j . . . ai−1,r
bi,i bi,i+1 . . . bi,j−1 bi,j . . . bi,r
ai,i+1 . . . ai,j−1 ai,j . . . ai,r
11
For all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} with i ≤ j, let
vi,j =
j∑
k=i
(ai−1,k − bi,k), wi,j =
r∑
k=j
(ai,k − bi,k), ui,j = vi,r + wi,j . (3.1)
(The entries ai,j and bi,j are set equal to 0 if they do not appear in P .) The integer
vi,j is the sum of the differences ai−1,k − bi,k with k ranging from i to j. These
differences are indicated by the arrows shown below.
ai−1,i ai−1,i+1 . . . ai−1,j−1 ai−1,j . . . ai−1,r
bi,i bi,i+1 . . . bi,j−1 bi,j . . . bi,r
ai,i+1 . . . ai,j−1 ai,j . . . ai,r
One can verify that vi,j is the charge at the vertex in row i, column bi,j of s. Thus,
the charge at the vertex in the bend connecting rows (i, i ) is vi,r. For example, if s
is the admissible state shown in Figure 3.1, then v1,3 = (5−4)+(3−2)+(2−0) = 4,
which equals the charge at the vertex in the bend connecting rows (1, 1 ), as is shown
in Figure 2.4. The integer ui,j is the sum vi,r + wi,j , and the differences involved
in computing ui,j are indicated by the arrows shown below. One can verify that if
i < r, then ui,j is the charge at the vertex in row i, column ai,j of s.
ai−1,i ai−1,i+1 . . . ai−1,j−1 ai−1,j . . . ai−1,r
bi,i bi,i+1 . . . bi,j−1 bi,j . . . bi,r
ai,i+1 . . . ai,j−1 ai,j . . . ai,r
Remark. If Uq(sp(2r)) denotes the quantized universal enveloping algebra of the
Lie algebra sp(2r), then the integers vi,j , wi,j , and ui,j are related to Kashiwara
lowering and raising operators in the crystal graph associated to the highest-weight
representation for Uq(sp(2r)) of highest weight λ+ ρ. (See Littelmann [24].)
3.2 Relating Z to Metaplectic Eisenstein Series
We now introduce some algebraic preliminaries. Let F be a number field containing
the 2nth roots of unity. Let S be a finite set of places of F containing all archimedean
places and all places ramified over Q, and suppose S is large enough so that OS =
{a ∈ F | a ∈ Ov for all v /∈ S}, the ring of S-integers in F , is a PID. Let O×S be
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the units in OS . For every r-tuple m = (m1, . . . ,mr) of nonzero integers in OS , the
associated multiple Dirichlet series in the r complex variables s1, . . . , sr is the sum
ZΨ(s; m) = ZΨ(s1, . . . , sr; m) =
∑
c∈(OS/O×S )r
c=(c1,...,cr)
H(n)(c; m)Ψ(c)
|c1|2s1 . . . |cr|2sr , (3.2)
where the sum ranges over all nonzero ideals ci of OS , the coefficients H(n)(c; m)
are related to the nth-power reciprocity law in F , and Ψ is some C-valued function
defined on (F×S )
r. Also |ci| = |ci|S is the norm of ci ∈ OS/O×S as a product of local
norms in FS =
∏
v∈S Fv.
Given c ∈ (OS/O×S )r and m ∈ OrS , say c = (c1, . . . , cr) and m = (m1, . . . ,mr),
one can determine H(n)(c; m) by specifying the prime-power coefficients H(n)(pk; p`)
for a generator p of some prime ideal in OS , where k = (k1, . . . , kr), ` = (`1, . . . , `r),
and ki = ordp(ci) and `i = ordp(mi) for all i. We therefore focus our attention on
the prime-power coefficients.
Throughout this section, fix the r complex variables s1, . . . , sr, and fix a prime
p in OS , i.e., p generates some prime ideal of OS . Let q = |OS/pOS |, the cardinality
of the residue class OS/pOS . Let ϕ(pa) be the Euler ϕ-function for OS/paOS ; then
ϕ(pa) = qa(1 − q−1). Let gt(pα, pβ) be an nth-power Gauss sum. In the prime-
power coefficient H(n)(pk; p`), which we will describe shortly, the components of
` = (`1, . . . , `r) satisfy λ = (`1 + · · · + `r, . . . , `1 + `2, `1), where our fixed λ is a
dominant integral element for Sp(2r,C). Write λ+ ρ as (Lr, . . . , L1).
Let sa(i) and sb(i) be the sums of the ith row of, respectively, the a- and b-entries
in P : sa(i) =
∑r
k=i+1 ai,k and sb(i) =
∑r
k=i bi,k. Let wt(P ) := (wt1(P ), . . . ,wtr(P )),
where
wti(P ) = sa(r − i)− 2sb(r − i+ 1) + sa(r − i+ 1) (3.3)
for all i. One can verify that wt(P ) = (ur,r, . . . , u1,1). Let k(P ) := (k1(P ), . . . , kr(P )),
where
k1(P ) =
1
2
r∑
j=1
wtj(P ) + Lj , ki(P ) =
r∑
j=i
wtj(P ) + Lj , (3.4)
for all i 6= 1. Each coefficient H(n)(pk; p`) in the generating function ZΨ(s; p`) is
defined as
H(n)(pk; p`) =
∑
P : k(P )=k
G(P ), (3.5)
where the sum ranges over all P ∈ GTstr(λ+ρ) such that the row sums of P are fixed
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according to (3.3) and (3.4), and where G(P ), which we now define, is a weighting
function dependent on P . To each entry ai,j in P with i ≥ 1, let
γ(ai,j) =

qui,j−1gui,j (1, p) if ai,j = bi,j−1,
qui,j if ai,j = bi,j ,
ϕ(pui,j ) if bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1, n | ui,j ,
0 if bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1, n - ui,j ,
and to each entry bi,j in P , let
γ(bi,j) =

qvi,j if bi,j = ai−1,j ,
qvi,j−1g(1+δjr)vi,j (1, p) if bi,j = ai−1,j+1,
ϕ(pvi,j ) if ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j , n | (1 + δjr)vi,j ,
0 if ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j , n - (1 + δjr)vi,j ,
where δ is the Kronecker delta function. Let
G(P ) =
∏
1≤i≤j≤r
γ(ai,j)γ(bi,j),
where we set each γ(ai,i) equal to 1, since ai,i is not in P .
Rather than working with H(n), we will work with ‹H(n), a “normalization” of
H(n), which we now define. To each of ai,j and bi,j in P , set γ˜(ai,j) := q
−ui,jγ(ai,j)
and γ˜(bi,j) := q
−vi,jγ(bi,j). Let‹H(n)(pk; p`) = ∑
P : k(P )=k
‹G(P ),
where ‹G(P ) = ∏ γ˜(ai,j)γ˜(bi,j). Then H(n) = ‹H(n)qk1+···+kr by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. For every P ∈ GTstr(λ+ ρ),
r∑
i=1
ki(P ) =
r∑
i=1
 r∑
j=i+1
ui,j +
r∑
j=i
vi,j
 ,
where k1(P ), . . . , kr(P ) are defined according to (3.4).
The proof is given in [4].
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Proposition 3. Continue using the notation above. Set the parameter v equal to
q−1, and write z = (z1, . . . , zr). Then
ZΨ(s; p`) = zλ+ρ
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
[
Ψ(pk)
∑′
s∈Sλ
wt(s)
]
,
where the primed sum ranges over the s in Sλ that correspond to those P in
GTstr(λ + ρ) satisfying k(P ) = k. The s = (s1, . . . , sr) and m = (m1, . . . ,mr)
are related by q1−2s1 = z2r and q1−2si = zr−i+1/zr−i+2 for every i > 1.
Proof. Let s ∈ Sλ correspond to P ∈ GTstr(λ+ ρ). For each entry xi,j in P , we will
associate to γ˜(xi,j) the Boltzmann weight of a vertex in either rows i or i of s, but
we will exclude any factor of z±1i in this weight, compensating for all the z
±1
i later.
We will keep track of all these z±1i as follows:
• Given bi,j , we count factors of zi that are part of the weights of those vertices
in row i between columns ai−1,j and ai−1,j+1, including column ai−1,j+1. If
bi,j = ai−1,j , we include this column. (See Figure 3.2.)
• Given ai,j , we count factors of z−1i that are part of the weights of those vertices
in row i between columns bi,j−1 and bi,j , including column bi,j . If ai,j = bi−1,j ,
we include this column. (See Figure 3.3.)
ai−1,j bi,j ai−1,j+1
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
−
−
−
i
i
Figure 3.2: Given bi,j , the ellipse shows those vertices that are considered when
counting the number of excluded factors of zi.
bi,j−1 ai,j bi,j
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
−
−
−
i
i
Figure 3.3: Given ai,j , the ellipse shows those vertices that are considered when
counting the number of excluded factors of z−1i .
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Note that ai,i+1 and bi,i in P correspond to vertices whose weights do not include
z±1i , so we need not worry about missing a factor of z
±1
i for these leftmost entries.
Also each vertex in row i (resp., i ) to the left of column ai−1,i (resp., bi,i) has a
weight of 1, so we need not worry about this vertex. In the figures below, we will
indicate by  the vertex in s that gives rise to the entry in P under consideration,
and we will denote by v the vertex directly above that vertex.
Let bi,j be an entry in P . There are four cases.
Case 1: bi,j = ai−1,j . Then v is a b1-vertex. If j 6= r, rows (i, i ) are shown on
the left side of Figure 3.4, where a = vi,j . Since wt(v) = 1 and γ˜(bi,j) = 1, we let
γ˜(bi,j) correspond to wt(v). Each vertex in row i strictly between columns ai−1,j−1
and ai−1,j+1 has a weight of 1.
Note that the vertex in row i, column ai−1,j+1 could be a c2-vertex with charge
a, so its weight would be δ(a) = 0 if n - a, which it seems would kill off the bijection
we are trying to establish. However, row i would contain a vertex with charge a and
weight h(a)zi, so whether n | a or n - a is handled at this vertex; such a vertex is
dealt with in Case 3.
If j = r, the rows are shown on the right side of Figure 3.4, where a = vi,r. The
same correspondence is taken. Each vertex in row i to the right of column bi,r has
a weight of 1. (Later we will worry about the weight of the vertex in this type of
bend.)
In general, γ˜(bi,j)←→ wt(v). The number of factors of zi excluded is ai−1,j − bi,j .
Case 2: bi,j = ai−1,j+1. If j 6= r, rows (i, i ) are shown on the left side of
Figure 3.5, where a = vi,j . Then v is an a2-vertex. Since wt(v) = g(vi,j)zi and
γ˜(bi,j) = q
−1gvi,j (1, p), we let γ˜(bi,j) correspond to wt(v)/zi. Each vertex in row i
strictly between columns ai−1,j and bi,j has a weight of zi. The number of factors of
zi excluded is ai−1,j − bi,j .
If j = r, then bi,j = 0. The rows are shown on the right side of Figure 3.5,
where a = vi,r. Then v is the vertex in the bend. Since wt(v) = g(2vi,r)zi and
γ˜(bi,r) = q
−1g2vi,r(1, p), we let γ˜(bi,r) correspond to wt(v)/zi. Each vertex in row i
bi,j ai−1,j+1
a a a
... ... ...
... ... ...v
i
i + + +
+ +−
− + + −
bi,r
a a
... ...
... ...
v
i
i + + +
− + +
− + +
Figure 3.4
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ai−1,j bi,j
a a+1
... ... ...
... ... ...v
i
i − − −
+ + −
− + + −
ai−1,r
a
aa+1
... ...
... ...
i
i − −
+
+ +
− + +
Figure 3.5
to the right of column ai−1,r has a weight of zi. The number of factors of zi excluded
is ai−1,r.
In general, γ˜(bi,j) ←→ wt(v)/zi, and the number of factors of zi excluded is
ai−1,j − bi,j .
Case 3: ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j and n | (1 + δjr)vi,j . Since n is odd, n | vi,j .
Then v is a c1-vertex. If j 6= r, rows (i, i ) are shown in Figure 3.6, where a = vi,j .
Since wt(v) = (1− v)zi (the v on the right side of the previous equation is the fixed
parameter) and γ˜(bi,j) = 1− q−1, we let γ˜(bi,j) correspond to wt(v)/zi after setting
q−1 equal to the parameter v. Each vertex in row i strictly between columns ai−1,j
and bi,j (resp., bi,j and ai−1,j+1) has a weight of zi (resp., 1). The number of factors
of zi excluded is ai−1,j − bi,j .
ai−1,j bi,j ai−1,j+1
a a a
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
+ +− −
−
+ + + + +
+ + + +
− −
v
i
i
Figure 3.6
If j = r, then bi,j 6= 0. The rows are shown in Figure 3.7, where a = vi,r. The
same correspondence is taken. Each vertex in row i strictly between columns ai−1,r
and bi,r has a weight of zi, and each vertex to the right of column bi,r has a weight
of 1. The number of factors of zi excluded is ai−1,r − bi,r.
In general, γ˜(bi,j) ←→ wt(v)/zi, and the number of factors of zi excluded is
ai−1,j − bi,j .
ai−1,r bi,r
a a
... ... ...
... ... ...
+ +− −
−
+ + + + +
+ + + +
−
v
i
i
Figure 3.7
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Case 4: ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j and n - (1 + δjr)vi,j . Then wt(v) = 0 and
γ˜(bi,j) = 0. The number of factors of zi excluded is the same as before.
We have taken into account the weights of all vertices in row i. In summary, we
have the following correspondence:
γ˜(bi,j) ←→

1 if bi,j = ai−1,j ,
q−1g((1 + δjr)vi,j) if bi,j = ai−1,j+1,
1− v if ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j , n | (1 + δjr)vi,j ,
0 if ai−1,j+1 < bi,j < ai−1,j , n - (1 + δjr)vi,j .
(3.6)
Let ai,j be an entry in P with i ≥ 1. There are four cases. Note that if bi,r 6= 0,
there are vertices in row i to the right of column bi,r. So when analyzing the entry
ai,r, we will need to make sure we include in our calculations the Boltzmann weights
of these vertices. Then the weights of all vertices in row i, including the other type
of bend, will be included.
Case 1: ai,j = bi,j−1. Then v is a b1-vertex. If j 6= r, rows (i, i ) are shown in
Figure 3.8, where a = ui,j . Since wt(v) = g(ui,j) and γ˜(ai,j) = q
−1gui,j (1, p), we let
γ˜(ai,j) correspond to wt(v). Each vertex in row i strictly between columns ai,j and
bi,j has a weight of 1.
The vertex in row i, column bi,j is either a b1-vertex or a c2-vertex. If it is a b1-
vertex, then it can be omitted in the current discussion, since it would be included
when dealing with the entry ai,j+1. Suppose it is a c2-vertex with some charge of c.
Since c might satisfy n - c, in which case its weight would be δ(c) = 0, it seems this
might kill off the bijection we are trying to establish. However, row i or row i will
then contain a vertex with charge c and weight h(c)z±1i , so whether or not n - c is
handled at this vertex.
ai,j bi,j
a+1 a c
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
vi
i
+ + +
+ +−
− + + −
Figure 3.8
If j = r, the rows are shown on either side of Figure 3.9, where a = ui,r. The
same correspondence is taken. The left (resp., right) side of the figure is for the case
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ai,r bi,r
a+1 a
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
vi
i
+ + + − −
+ + + + +−
+
+ + + +− −
ai,r
a+1 a
... ...
... ...
... ...
vi
i
+ + +
− + +
−
+ +−
Figure 3.9
when bi,r 6= 0 (resp., bi,r = 0). Each vertex in row i strictly between columns ai,r
and bi,r has a weight of 1.
We need to take into account the weights of those vertices to the right of column
bi,r. If bi,r 6= 0, the weight of each of these vertices and the vertex in the bend is z−1i
(the weight of the vertex in the other type of bend, which appears on the right side
of Figure 3.9, was dealt with previously). The number of these factors of z−1i is bi,r,
and this number will be included in our total after Case 4.
In general, γ˜(ai,j) ←→ wt(v), and the number of factors of z−1i excluded is
bi,j−1 − ai,j . In addition, there are bi,r factors of z−1i excluded.
Case 2: ai,j = bi,j . Then v is an a2-vertex. If j 6= r, rows (i, i ) are shown on the
left side of Figure 3.10, where a = ui,j . Since wt(v) = z
−1
i and γ˜(ai,j) = 1, we let
γ˜(ai,j) correspond to wt(v)/z
−1
i . Each vertex in row i strictly between columns bi,j−1
and ai,j has a weight of z
−1
i . The number of factors of z
−1
i excluded is bi,j−1 − ai,j .
If j = r, then bi,r 6= 0. The rows are shown on the right side of Figure 3.10, where
a = ui,r. The same correspondence is taken. Each vertex in row i strictly between
columns bi,r−1 and ai,r has a weight of z−1i . The number of factors of z
−1
i excluded
is bi,r−1 − ai,r. In addition, each vertex to the right of column bi,r (including the
vertex in the bend) has a weight of z−1i . As in Case 1, the number of these factors
of z−1i is bi,r, and this number will be included in our total after Case 4.
In general, γ˜(ai,j) ←→ wt(v)/z−1i . The number of factors of z−1i excluded is
bi,j−1 − ai,j . In addition, there are bi,r factors of z−1i excluded.
bi,j−1 ai,j
a a
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
vi
i
− − −
+ + −
− + + −
bi,r−1 ai,r
a a
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
vi
i
− − − −
+ + + +−
+
+ + + +− −
Figure 3.10
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Case 3: bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1 and n | ui,j . Then v is a c1-vertex. If j 6= r, rows
(i, i ) are shown in Figure 3.11, where a = ui,j . Since wt(v) = (1 − v)z−1i and
γ˜(ai,j) = 1− q−1, we let γ˜(ai,j) correspond to wt(v)/z−1i after setting q−1 equal to
the parameter v. Each vertex in row i strictly between columns bi,j−1 and ai,j (resp.,
ai,j and bi,j) has a weight of z
−1
i (resp., 1). The number of factors of z
−1
i excluded
is bi,j−1 − ai,j .
bi,j−1 ai,j bi,j
a a
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
+ +− −
−
+ + + + +
+ + + +
− −
vi
i
Figure 3.11
If j = r, the rows are shown in either of Figures 3.12 or 3.13, where a = ui,r.
The same correspondence is taken. Figure 3.12 is for the case when bi,r 6= 0, while
Figure 3.13 is for the case when bi,r = 0.
bi,r−1 ai,r bi,r
a a
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
+ +− − − −
−
+ + + + + + +
+ + + + + + +
− −
+
vi
i
Figure 3.12
Each vertex in row i strictly between columns bi,r−1 and ai,r (resp., ai,r and bi,r) has
a weight of z−1i (resp., 1). So the number of factors of z
−1
i excluded is bi,r−1 − ai,r.
bi,r−1 ai,r
a a
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
+ +− −
−
+ + + + +
+ + + +
−
−
vi
i
Figure 3.13
If bi,r 6= 0, each vertex in row i to the right of column bi,r, including the vertex in
the bend, has a weight of z−1i . (The vertex in the other type of bend, which appears
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in Figure 3.13, was dealt with previously.) As in Case 1, the number of these factors
of z−1i is bi,r, and this number will be included in our total after Case 4.
In general, γ˜(ai,j) ←→ wt(v)/z−1i . The number of factors of z−1i excluded is
bi,j−1 − ai,j . In addition, there are bi,r factors of z−1i excluded.
Case 4: bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1 and n - ui,j . Then wt(v) = 0 and γ˜(ai,j) = 0. The
number of factors of z−1i excluded is the same as before.
We have taken into account the weights of all vertices in row i. In summary, we
have the following correspondence:
γ˜(ai,j) ←→

q−1g(ui,j) if ai,j = bi,j−1,
1 if ai,j = bi,j ,
1− v if bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1, n | ui,j ,
0 if bi,j < ai,j < bi,j−1, n - ui,j .
(3.7)
Up to now, we have obtained from P the Boltzmann weights of all vertices in
s except for those in row r (and for the vertex in one type of bend connected to
this row). We now consider this row. Only a1-, b2-, and c2-vertices can appear in
row r. Since the weight of any such a1- or b2-vertex is 1 after excluding factors of
z−1r , we need only look at the weight of any c2-vertex in the row. Let v be such a
vertex, which is in column br,r, and let c be the charge at v. If br,r = ar−1,r, then
wt(v) = 1. If br,r 6= ar−1,r, then there is a c1-vertex v′ in row r with charge c. In
either case, omitting wt(v) does not change wt(s): if wt(v) 6= 1, then wt(v) = 0, but
then wt(v′) = 0 also. So the only contributions to wt(s) from row r are factors of
z−1r . One can verify that there are br,r such factors (the argument is similar to those
made in Cases 1–4 for the entry ai,j).
We now count all the factors of both zi and z
−1
i in wt(s) that have been excluded.
Lemma 2. Let vi,j, wi,j, and ui,j be defined as in (3.1). Let i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
(a) The product of all the zi that are factors of wt(s) is z
vi,r
i .
(b) The product of all the z−1i that are factors of wt(s) is z
wi,i
i .
(c) The product of all the zi and z
−1
i that are factors of wt(s) is z
ui,i
i .
Proof of Lemma 2. Based on Cases 1–4 above for an entry bi,j , the number of factors
of zi is
∑r
k=i(ai−1,k − bi,k), which equals vi,r. This proves (a). Based on Cases 1–4
above for an entry ai,j and on the discussion that precedes this lemma, the number
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of factors of z−1i is
∑r
k=i(bi,k − ai,k+1), which equals −wi,i (here ai,r+1 = 0). This
proves (b). Then (c) follows: the product of all such zi and z
−1
i is z
vi,r
i (z
−1
i )
−wi,i ,
which equals z
ui,i
i .
Set yi := |p|−2si for every i. Then
ZΨ(s; p`) =
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
H(n)(pk; p`)Ψ(pk)
|p|2k1s1 . . . |p|2krsr
=
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
‹H(n)(pk; p`)Ψ(pk)(qy1)k1 . . . (qyr)kr ,
where each sum ranges over the finitely many k such that H(n)(pk; p`) has nonzero
support for fixed ` by (3.5). Make the change of variables qy1 7→ x21, qy2 7→ x−11 x2,
. . . , qyr 7→ x−1r−1xr. Then
ZΨ(s; p`) =
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
‹H(n)(pk; p`)Ψ(pk)xwt1 +L11 . . . xwtr +Lrr
= xL11 . . . x
Lr
r
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
[
Ψ(pk)
∑
P : k(P )=k
‹G(P )xwt11 . . . xwtrr ]
= xL11 . . . x
Lr
r
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
[
Ψ(pk)
∑
P : k(P )=k
‹G(P )xur,r1 . . . xu1,1r ].
If we write as an equality the correspondence←→ given in the proof of Proposition 3,
it then follows from (3.6), (3.7), and Lemma 2 that‹G(P ) = wt(s)
z
u1,1
1 . . . z
ur,r
r
.
Make the change of variables xi 7→ zr−i+1 for every i. Then
ZΨ(s; p`) = zLr1 . . . zL1r
∑
k=(k1,...,kr)
[
Ψ(pk)
∑′
s∈Sλ
wt(s)
]
,
where the primed sum ranges over the s in Sλ that correspond to those P in
GTstr(λ+ ρ) satisfying k(P ) = k. This proves the proposition.
Chapter 4
The Yang–Baxter Equation
4.1 Local Interpretation of Charge
Following [5], we can make the Boltzmann weights of vertices in our model “local”
by introducing data called decorated spins. By local, we mean weights depending
on nearest-neighbor interactions rather than weights depending on the “global”
statistic of charge. A decorated spin for a horizontal edge is an ordered pair (ε, a),
where ε ∈ {+,−} is a spin and a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}; we call a the decoration
of the decorated spin. We will usually denote (ε, a) by either εa or aε . For our
configurations, we will denote (ε, a) by drawing a circle with ε in it and a next to
it, as shown below.
a
ε
Given an admissible state, to each horizontal edge in the state we assign a deco-
ration a that depends on both the spin ε of the edge and the ice type of the edge. If
the edge is in a row of ∆ ice (resp., Γ ice), the spin is ε = − (resp., ε = +), and if the
edge to the left (resp., right) has charge c, then a ≡ c+ 1 (n); otherwise, a ≡ c (n).
For each row of ∆ ice, the leftmost edge in the row has decoration 0. So the decora-
tion at any horizontal edge of the model is precisely the charge at the edge modulo
n. Since the Boltzmann weights in Table 2.1 depend only on the charge modulo n,
the weights have a local interpretation. But it can be useful to view the charges
shown in Table 2.1 as having values from Z rather than from {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. With
this viewpoint, replacing the charge a found in any configuration from Table 2.1 by
an integer a′ ≡ a (n) reduces the Boltzmann weight of the configuration to zero
unless a′ = a.
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The use of decorated spins makes the partition functions of our model differ
from the partition functions of the usual symplectic-ice model in that, rather than
every horizontal edge being assigned only a spin, the edge is assigned a spin and an
integer modulo n.
4.2 The Yang–Baxter Equation
The Yang–Baxter equation (YBE) involves three vertices, which we will label as z1,
z2, and Rz1,z2 , where each of z1 and z2 also serves to indicate the spectral parameter
used in the Boltzmann weight of the associated vertex. The weights of z1 and z2
are taken from ∆ or Γ ice. Concerning the possible Boltzmann weights of Rz1,z2 ,
let X, Y ∈ {∆,Γ}, and suppose z1 and z2 have Boltzmann weights of ice types
X and Y , respectively. Then Rz1,z2 has a Boltzmann weight of ice type XY . The
four possible ice types for Rz1,z2 , along with their Boltzmann weights, are given in
Table 4.1. The fact that the fixed integer n is odd plays an important role in these
weights and therefore in all the computations that follow.
Theorem 1 (YBE for metaplectic weights). Let X, Y ∈ {∆,Γ}. Let z1, z2, and
Rz1,z2 be the vertices in Figure 4.1, and suppose their Boltzmann weights are of ice
types X, Y , and XY , respectively. Suppose the exterior spins ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6)
are fixed. Then the partition functions of the configurations in Figure 4.1 are equal,
where the partition functions are computed by summing over all possible values of
the interior spins ( e1α1 ,
e2
α2
, α3) and (
f1
ω1
, f2ω2 , ω3).
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6
ε1
α3
α2
α1 z1
z2
Rz1,z2
c1
c2 c4e1
c5e2
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6
ε1
ω3
ω1
ω2
z1
z2
Rz1,z2
c1
c2 c4f2
c5f1
Figure 4.1
Proof. For every configuration in Figure 4.1, the exterior spins ε1, . . . , ε6 have an
even number of + spins, so there are 32 choices for (ε1, . . . , ε6). The 32 cases when
Rz1,z2 is of ice type ΓΓ are given in [5]. We list all cases for the remaining three ice
types in Appendices B–D.
As an example, we give the case where Rz1,z2 is of ice type ∆∆ and where
(ε1, . . . , ε6) = (−,+,+,+,−,+). This is listed as Case 6 in Appendix B. The left
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side of the YBE has exactly two admissible states, given in Figure 4.2. The right
side of the YBE has exactly one admissible state, given in Figure 4.3.
(a = 0 only)
+
+
+
−
+
−
−
+
− z1
z2
a
0 aa
10
+
+
+
−
+
−
+
−
+ z1
z2
a
0 00
a+1a
Figure 4.2
Case 6a: a 6= 0. The state shown on the left side of Figure 4.2 is excluded. The
Boltzmann weight of the state on the right side of Figure 4.2 is (1 − v)zn−a+11 za2 ,
and the Boltzmann weight of the state in Figure 4.3 is (1− v)zn−a+11 za2 .
+
+
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
z1
z2
a
0 00
a+1a+1
Figure 4.3
Case 6b: a = 0. The Boltzmann weight of the state on the left side of Figure 4.2
is (1 − v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1, and the Boltzmann weight of the state on the right side of
Figure 4.2 is (1− v)z1zn2 ; the sum of these weights is (1− v)zn+11 , which equals the
Boltzmann weight of the state in Figure 4.3.
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Table 4.1: Boltzmann weights of Γ∆, ∆∆, ∆Γ, and ΓΓ ice. For both ∆∆ and ΓΓ
ice, a 6= b for every configuration whose decorations involve only a and b. Also,
a 6= b for the last two configurations in the top row of Γ∆ ice.
Boltzmann
Weights
Γ∆
+ +
++
0 a
0a
− −
−−
a 0
a0
− +
−+
a a
aa
− +
−+
b a
ba
− +
−+
b a
ba
zn1−vzn2 zn1−vzn2 (∗) v2zn2−zn1 (†) (‡)
− +
−+
b c
da
+ −
+−
0 0
00
+ +
−−
0 a
b0
− −
++
a 0
0b
(§) zn1−zn2 (1−v)za1zb−12 (‖) (1−v)za−11 zb2 (‖)
∆∆
+ +
++
0 0
00
− −
−−
b b
aa
− −
−−
b a
ba
− −
−−
a a
aa
− +
−+
a 0
a0
zn1−vzn2 (1−v)zn−c1 zc2 (#) g(a−b)(zn1−zn2 ) zn2−vzn1 v(zn1−zn2 )
+ +
−−
0 0
aa
+ −
+−
0 a
0a
− −
++
a a
00
(1−v)zn−a+11 za−12 (∗∗) zn1−zn2 (1−v)za−11 zn−a+12 (∗∗)
∆Γ
+ +
++
a 0
a0
− −
−−
0 a
0a
− +
−+
0 0
00
+ −
+−
b a
ba
+ −
+−
b a
ba
zn2−vnzn1 zn2−vnzn1 zn2−vn+1zn1 vn−1zn1−zn2 (†) (††)
+ +
−−
a 0
0b
+ −
+−
b c
da
− −
++
0 a
b0
(1−v)va−1za1zb−12 (‖) (‡‡) (1−v)va−1za−11 zb2 (‖)
ΓΓ
+ +
++
a a
aa
+ +
++
a b
ab
+ +
++
a a
bb
− −
−−
0 0
00
− +
−+
0 a
0a
zn2−vzn1 g(a−b)(zn1−zn2 ) (1−v)zc1zn−c2 (#) zn1−vzn2 v(zn1−zn2 )
+ −
+−
a 0
a0
+ +
−−
a a
00
− −
++
0 0
aa
zn1−zn2 (1−v)za1zn−a2 (∗∗) (1−v)zn−a1 za2 (∗∗)
* The Boltzmann weight is v2zn2−zn1 if 2a ≡ 1 (n). Else the Boltzmann weight is g(2a−1)(zn1−vzn2 ).
† Here a+b ≡ 1 (n).
‡ Here a+b 6≡ 1 (n). The Boltzmann weight is g(a+b−1)(zn1−vzn2 ).
§ Here a+b ≡ c+d ≡ 1 (n), a 6≡ c (n). Let e ≡ a−c (n) with e ∈ [0, n−1]. The Boltzmann weight
is (v−1)zn−e1 ze2 if ad = 0 or if both abcd 6= 0 and a > c. The Boltzmann weight is v(v−1)zn−e1 ze2 if
bc = 0 or if both abcd 6= 0 and a < c.
‖ Here a+b ≡ 1 (n). Choose a and b in [1, n].
#Here c ≡ a−b (n) with c ∈ [1, n−1].
** Choose a in [1, n].
†† Here a+b 6≡ 1 (n). The Boltzmann weight is (zn2−vnzn1 )/g(a+b−1).
‡‡ Here a+b ≡ c+d ≡ 1 (n), a 6≡ c (n). Let e ≡ c−a (n) with e ∈ [1, n−1]. The Boltzmann weight
is (1−v)ve−1ze1zn−e2 .
Chapter 5
Functional Equations for the
Partition Function
In this section, we prove two functional equations involving Z that demonstrate the
action of the Weyl group of type B/C acting on z1, . . . , zr by the transposition
zi ↔ zi+1 and by the transformation zr ↔ z−1r .
5.1 First Functional Equation
Let z = (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr and c = (c1, . . . , cr) ∈ Zr, where ci ∈ [0, n− 1] for each i.
Denote by Zλ(z; c) the partition function of the model with boundary conditions
determined by λ, such that for each admissible state, the leftmost edges in rows
1, . . . , r have charges congruent modulo n to c1, . . . , cr, respectively.
Theorem 2. Let i be a row spectral index with i < r, and put j = i + 1. Let si be
the simple reflection i↔ j. Let e ≡ ci − cj (n) with e ∈ [0, n− 1]. If ci 6= cj, then
(1− v)zn−ei zej Zλ

...
...
...
...
j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj
+ g(e)(z
n
j − zni )Zλ

...
...
...
...
j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj

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= (znj − vzni )Zλ

...
...
...
...j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj
 . (5.1)
If ci = cj, then
(zni − vznj )Zλ

...
...
...
...
j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
0
0
ci
cj
 = (z
n
j − vzni )Zλ

...
...
...
...j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
0
0
ci
cj
 .
The row labels indicate the spectral parameters for the Boltzmann weights of the
vertices in the rows.
Proof. For brevity, we will write Zλ simply as Z. Let B, I1, I2 be the configurations
in Figure 5.1, where I2 is obtained by attaching B to I1, and where the other rows
of I1 and I2 match, alternate in ice type, and satisfy the following: for each k besides
i and j, the leftmost edges in rows (k, k ) have fixed decorated spins (+0,+ck).
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj
j
j
i
i
∆
Γ
∆
Γ
B
...
...
...
...
j
j
i
i
+
+
+
+
∆
Γ
∆
Γ
I1
...
...
...
...+
+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj
j
j
i
i
∆
Γ
∆
Γ
I2
Figure 5.1
If ci 6= cj , the only admissible states of B are the first two in Figure 5.2. If ci = cj ,
the only admissible state of B is the last one in Figure 5.2. Each admissible state of
I2 yields unique admissible states of B and I1, where the rightmost decorations on
B match the leftmost decorations on I1. Similarly, each admissible state of I1, with
leftmost decorations in rows (i, i ) and (j, j ) matching the rightmost decorations in
an admissible state of B, yields a unique admissible state of I2. It follows that
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Z(I2) = (z
−n
j − vnzni )(z−ni − vznj )(zni − vznj )
×

wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + ci
+ cj+cj
å
Z(z; c) + wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + cj
+ ci+cj
å
Z(z; si(c)) if ci 6= cj ,
wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + ci
+ ci+ci
å
Z(z; c) if ci = cj ,
where wtΓΓ denotes the Boltzmann weights of the ΓΓ R-vertices in Table 4.1 (based
on Figure 5.2, the spectral parameters are z−1i and z
−1
j rather than zi and zj).
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0
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+
+
0
ci
0
ci
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Figure 5.2
We apply the YBE repeatedly to I2 to push the four vertices in B to the right.
Doing so interchanges rows (i, i ) and (j, j ) of I2, does not affect the partition func-
tion, and yields the configuration I3 in Figure 5.3; so Z(I2) = Z(I3).
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j
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+
+
+
0
ci
0
cj
∆
Γ
∆
Γ
I3
Figure 5.3
To relate Z(I3) to a symplectic-ice state, we use the configurations I4, I5, I6 in
Figure 5.4 (the decorated spins ε1, . . . , ε4 are arbitrary), where I4 and I5 together
are I3 and where I6 consists of two ∆Γ-bends.
Lemma 3 (Caduceus relation). Suppose ε1, . . . , ε4 in Figure 5.4 are fixed. The
ratio Z(I5)/wt(I6) is independent of these decorated spins and equals
(z−nj − vnzni )(z−ni − vznj )(zni − vznj )(z−ni − vz−nj ). (5.2)
See Appendix A for the proof.
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Figure 5.4
Let P be the expression in (5.2). Then
Z(I3) =
∑
εk
Z(I4)Z(I5) = P
∑
εk
Z(I4) wt(I6) = P · Z(si(z); c),
where each sum ranges over all ε1, . . . , ε4. Thus, Z(I2) = P ·Z(si(z); c). Then (5.1)
follows after canceling common factors of Z(I2) and P and multiplying by z
n
i z
n
j .
5.2 Second Functional Equation
Theorem 3. Let z = (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr and c = (c1, . . . , cr) ∈ Zr, where ci ∈ [0, n−1]
for every i. Put N = λ1 + r + 1. Then
(1− v)zn−2er Z
 .
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.
..
.
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
c1
0
c2
0
cr

+ g(2e)(z−nr − znr )Z
 .
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...
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.
..
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0
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= (z−nr − vznr )Z
 .
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
.
..
.
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
c1
0
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0
cr

,
(5.3)
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where e ≡ cr −N (n), e ∈ [0, n− 1], C = cr − 2e, and C ∈ [0, n− 1].
Since the proof is lengthy and tedious, we give a brief outline:
1. Attach a ∆Γ R-vertex B1 to the bottom two rows. Push B1 through via the
YBE. Use a “fish relation” (Lemma 4).
2. Change the ice type of the bottom row from ∆ to Γ. Show the resulting
partition function is invariant under the change.
3. Attach a ΓΓ R-vertex B2 to the bottom two rows. Push B2 through via the
YBE. Use a second fish relation (Lemma 6).
4. Change the ice type of the bottom row from Γ to ∆. Show the resulting
partition function is invariant under the change.
5. Attach a Γ∆ R-vertex B3 to the bottom two rows. Push B3 through via the
YBE. Use a third fish relation (Lemma 7).
Throughout the proof, the bottom two rows of configurations will often inter-
change positions, which amounts to the interchange zr ↔ z−1r in the appropriate
Boltzmann weights. To keep track of such interchanges, at times we will use the
following notation. For every configuration I, its partition function will often be
denoted by Z(I; a, b) if for each admissible state of I, the leftmost edges in rows
1, . . . , r − 1 have charges congruent modulo n to c1, . . . , cr−1, respectively, while
the leftmost edges in the bottom two rows have charges congruent to a and b, with
b for the bottom row. To emphasize when r and r have been interchanged in a
symplectic-ice model, we will often write Z(I; a, b); if a and b are clear from context,
we will write Z(I) or Z(I).
Proof. Let B1, I1, I2 be the configurations in Figure 5.5, where I2 is obtained by
attaching B1 to I1, and where the other rows of I1 and I2 match, alternate in ice
type, and satisfy the following: for each k with k < r, the leftmost edges in rows
(k, k ) have fixed decorated spins (+0,+ck).
Configuration B1 has only one admissible state, namely the one with the deco-
rations on the right matching those on the left but in opposite order. Clearly, each
admissible state of I2 yields a unique state of I1 for which the rightmost decorations
on B1 match the leftmost decorations on I1. Similarly, each admissible state of I1,
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+
cr
0
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Γ
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Figure 5.5
for which the leftmost decorations in rows (r, r) are (cr, 0), yields a unique state of
I2. It follows that
Z(I2) = (z
−n
r − vnznr )Z(I1; 0, cr). (5.4)
We apply the YBE repeatedly to I2 to push the vertex in B1 to the right. Doing
so interchanges rows r and r of I2, does not affect the partition function, and yields
the configuration I3 in Figure 5.6; so Z(I2) = Z(I3).
+ + +
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r
+
+
cr
0
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Γ
I3
Figure 5.6
To relate Z(I3) to a symplectic-ice state, we use the configurations I4, I5, I6 in
Figure 5.7, where I4 and I5 together are I3.
+ + +
...
...r
r
+
+
cr
0
ε1
ε2
I4
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
∆
Γ
I5
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
Γ
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I6
Figure 5.7
We give the flipped Γ∆-bends connecting rows (r, r) the following weights.
Assumption. The Boltzmann weights of the flipped Γ∆-bends connecting rows
(r, r) are
wtΓ∆
Ç
+cr
r −c
å
= z−1r , wtΓ∆
Ç
−c
+c+1
r
r
å
= zr, (5.5)
for every nonnegative integer c.
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Lemma 4 (Fish relation, type ∆Γ). Suppose ε1 and ε2 in Figure 5.7 are fixed.
The ratio Z(I5)/wt(I6) is independent of these decorated spins and equals z
−n
r −
vnznr .
See Appendix A for the proof.
Let I7 be the configuration obtained by attaching I6 to I4. Then
Z(I3) =
∑
εk
Z(I4)Z(I5) = (z
−n
r − vnznr )
∑
εk
Z(I4) wt(I6)
= (z−nr − vnznr )Z(I7; cr, 0),
where each sum ranges over all ε1 and ε2. It follows from this and (5.4) that
Z(I1; 0, cr) = Z(I7; cr, 0). (5.6)
Since all spins along the bottom boundary are +, the only admissible configura-
tions in row r are of types a1, b2, and c2; moreover, the kinds of functions appearing
as weights in a1, b2, and c2 of ∆ and Γ ice are the same. Thus, it seems reasonable
that we can change row r from ∆ ice to Γ ice without affecting Z(I7).
Consider an admissible state s of I7. Row r (resp., r) has at most one (resp.,
exactly one) vertex with a vertical spin of −. There are three possibilities:
• Case 1: row r has no vertex with a vertical spin of −, but row r has a unique
vertex v with a vertical spin of −.
• Case 2: row r has a unique vertex v with a vertical spin of −, row r has a
unique vertex v with a vertical spin of −, and v and v are in different columns.
• Case 3: row r has a unique vertex v with a vertical spin of −, row r has a
unique vertex v with a vertical spin of −, and v and v are in the same column.
We analyze each of these cases below to see the effects of changing row r from ∆
ice to Γ ice. After the change in ice type, we assign the vertex in the bend a charge
of 0 and let charge propagate along rows (r, r) from the bend. We denote by c and
c the column numbers of vertices v and v, respectively. In Figures 5.8–5.11 below,
we will indicate by  the vertices v and v. We denote by N the number
N = λ1 + r + 1,
which is one more than the number of columns.
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Case 1: The spins in rows (r, r) of s are shown on the left side of Figure 5.8.
Here cr satisfies cr ≡ N − c (n). Before changing row r, wt(v) = 1.
c
0 01N−c
0 0 0 0
0
+ + + + +
... ...
... ...r
r
+
+
+ − −
+ + +
+ + + ++
+ + − + +
∆
Γ
c
0 01N−c
1N
0
+ + + + +
... ...
... ...r
r
+
+
+ − −
+ + +
+ + + ++
+ + − + +
Γ
Γ
Figure 5.8
After changing row r, we assign the vertex in the bend a charge of 0 (done
already) and let charge propagate along rows (r, r) from the bend, as shown on the
right side of Figure 5.8. The leftmost charges in rows r and r are N − c and N ,
respectively. Assuming the weight of the bend has not changed, wt(s) remains the
same since only a1-vertices appear in row r, each of which has a weight independent
of charge.
Case 2: The spins in rows (r, r) of s are shown in Figure 5.9. Here cr satisfies
cr ≡ N − c+ 2c (n). Both v and v are c2-vertices. Before changing row r, wt(v) = 1
and wt(v) = δ(2c). For δ(2c) to be nonzero, we must have 2c ≡ 0, hence c ≡ 0, as n
is odd.
c c
c+12c2c2c
2c+1
N−c+2c
0 0 0 0 1 c
c
+ + + + + + + +
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ... ...r
r
+
+
+ − − + +
+ + + − −
+ + + + + − + +
+ + − + + + + +
∆
Γ
Figure 5.9
After changing row r, we assign the vertex in the bend a charge of 0 and let
charge propagate along rows (r, r) from the bend, as shown in Figure 5.10. The
leftmost charges in rows r and r are N − c + c and N − c, respectively. Assuming
the weight of the bend has not changed, wt(s) remains the same.
c c
1cccc+1N−c+c
001N−c
0
+ + + + + + + +
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Γ
Γ
Figure 5.10
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Case 3: The spins in rows (r, r) of s are shown on the left side of Figure 5.11.
Here cr satisfies cr ≡ N+c (n). Before changing row r, wt(v) = 1 and wt(v) = g(2c).
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Γ
Figure 5.11
After changing row r, we assign the vertex in the bend a charge of 0 and let
charge propagate along rows (r, r) from the bend, as shown on the right side of
Figure 5.11. The leftmost charges in rows r and r are N and N − c, respectively.
However, wt(v) is now g(c) rather than g(2c) as before. Assume the weight of the
bend has not changed. Since wt(v) has changed, we need to make one alteration:
we replace every occurrence of g(a) in rows r and r by g(2a), for any a ∈ Z. Doing
so affects neither the results in Cases 1 and 2 nor the YBE, since the identities
defining g will remain true. Then wt(v) before the change matches wt(v) after. One
can verify that wt(s) remains the same.
Thus, we can change the ice type of row r from ∆ to Γ without changing Z(I7)
if we do the alteration to the function g in rows r and r as described in Case 3. To
emphasize this alteration, we will write wt∗ and Z∗.
To summarize, we make the following assumption and state a lemma.
Assumption. The Boltzmann weights of the flipped ΓΓ-bends connecting rows (r, r)
are the same as those of the flipped Γ∆-bends in (5.5) :
wtΓΓ
Ç
+1r
r −0
å
= z−1r , wtΓΓ
Ç
−0r
r +1
å
= zr.
Furthermore, the weights are spectrally dependent:
wtΓΓ
Ç
+1
r
r
−0
å
= zr, wtΓΓ
Ç
−0
r
r
+1
å
= z−1r .
Lemma 5. Continue using the notation above. There exists a bijection between
the set of admissible states of I7 and the set of admissible states of the second
configuration shown in (5.7) below, where: the configurations differ only in rows r
and r; the Boltzmann weights in rows (r, r) of the second configuration have been
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altered as described above; for each state of the second configuration, if a and b are
the leftmost charges in rows r and r, respectively, then a− b ≡ cr−N (n). All other
rows in the configurations alternate in ice type as usual.
..
.
..
.
..
.
...
...
...
...
...
...
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
c1
0
c2
cr
0
Γ
∆
I7
←→
..
.
..
.
..
.
...
...
...
...
...
...
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
+
0
c1
0
c2
0
Γ
Γ
(5.7)
Proof of Lemma 5. Take a state of I7. Change its bottom row from ∆ ice to Γ ice,
assign the vertex in the bend connecting rows (r, r) a charge of 0, and let charge
propagate in these rows from that vertex. Let a and b be the leftmost charges in
rows r and r, respectively. Cases 1–3 above describe these charges.
• In Case 1, we have a = N − c and b = N . So a− b = −c ≡ cr −N (n).
• In Case 2, we have a = N − c+ c and b = N − c. So a− b = 2c− c ≡ cr −N
(n).
• In Case 3, we have a = N and b = N − c. So a− b = c ≡ cr −N (n).
The result is a state of the second configuration.
Take a state of the second configuration. Let a and b be the leftmost charges in
rows r and r, respectively. Then a and b must match those leftmost charges shown
on the right side of either Figure 5.8, 5.10, or 5.11. One can verify that a−b ≡ cr−N
(n). We obtain a state of I7 by reversing the steps above.
Let B2, I8, I9 be the configurations in Figure 5.12, where: I9 is obtained by
attaching B2 to I8, a and b are some fixed decorations in [0, n−1] satisfying a− b ≡
cr −N (n), and the other rows of I8 and I9 match those of I1.
r
r
+
+
+
+
+
b
a Γ
Γ
B2
+ + +
...
...
r
r +
+
Γ
Γ
I8
r
r
+ + +
...
...+
+
b
a Γ
Γ
I9
Figure 5.12
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Figure 5.13
If a 6= b, then the only admissible states of B2 are the first two in Figure 5.13.
If a = b, then the only admissible state of B2 is the last one in Figure 5.13. Each
admissible state of I9 yields unique states of B2 and I8 for which the rightmost deco-
rations on B2 match the leftmost decorations on I8. Similarly, each admissible state
of I8, with leftmost decorations in rows (r, r) matching the rightmost decorations in
an admissible state of B2, yields a unique state of I9.
It follows from this, Lemma 5, and (5.6) that
Z∗(I9) =

wt∗ΓΓ
Ç
+a + b
+ a+b
å
Z
∗
(I8; b, a) + wt
∗
ΓΓ
Ç
+a + a
+ b+b
å
Z
∗
(I8; a, b) if a 6= b,
wt∗ΓΓ
Ç
+a + a
+ a+a
å
Z
∗
(I8; a, a) if a = b,
=

g(2e)(z−nr − znr )Z∗(I8; b, a) + (1− v)zn−2er Z(I1; 0, cr) if a 6= b,
(znr − vz−nr )Z∗(I8; a, a) if a = b,
(5.8)
where e ≡ a− b (n) with e ∈ [0, n− 1].
We apply the YBE repeatedly to I9 to push the vertex in B2 to the right.
Doing so interchanges rows r and r of I9, does not affect the partition function, and
yields a configuration I10; so Z
∗(I9) = Z∗(I10). To relate the partition function of
twisted ice Z∗(I10) to a symplectic-ice state, we use the configurations I11, I12, I13
in Figure 5.14, where I11 and I12 together are I10.
+ + +
...
...
r
r +
+
b
a
ε1
ε2
I11
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
Γ
Γ
I12
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
Γ
Γ
I13
Figure 5.14
Lemma 6 (Fish relation, type ΓΓ). Suppose ε1 and ε2 in Figure 5.14 are fixed.
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The ratio Z∗(I12)/wt∗(I13) is independent of these decorated spins and equals z−nr −
vznr .
See Appendix A for the proof.
Let I14 be the configuration obtained by attaching I13 to I11. Then
Z∗(I10) =
∑
εk
Z∗(I11)Z∗(I12) = (z−nr − vznr )
∑
εk
Z∗(I11) wt∗(I13)
= (z−nr − vznr )Z∗(I14; a, b),
so that
Z∗(I9) = (z−nr − vznr )Z∗(I14; a, b). (5.9)
We now change the bottom row in I14 from Γ ice to ∆ ice. We also revert to
our original Boltzmann weights. This change in ice type, which changes the leftmost
(fixed) decorations in the bottom row back to 0 for each admissible state of I14,
yields the configuration I15 given in Figure 5.15, all of whose admissible states have
leftmost charges in rows r and r congruent modulo n to a and b, respectively; so
Z∗(I14; a, b) = Z(I15; cr, 0). This change will not affect Z∗(I14) if we assume the
weights of the bend connecting rows (r, r) remain the same.
Assumption. The Boltzmann weights of the Γ∆-bends connecting rows (r, r) are
wtΓ∆
Ç
+c
r
r
−c
å
= zr, wtΓ∆
Ç
−c
+c+1r
r
å
= z−1r , (5.10)
for every nonnegative integer c.
We can change the bottom row in I8 from Γ ice to ∆ ice also, where each
admissible state of I8 before the change has leftmost charges congruent modulo n to
b and a, with a (not b) for the bottom row. This allows us to get rid of the factors
Z
∗
(I8; b, a) and Z
∗
(I8; a, a) in (5.8). Then Z
∗
(I8; b, a) = Z(I1; 0, cr − 2e), whether
a = b or a 6= b.
Let B3 and I16 be the other configurations in Figure 5.15, where I16 is obtained
by attaching B3 to I15, and where the other rows of I15 and I16 match those of I1.
Configuration B3 has only one admissible state. Clearly, each admissible state
of I16 yields a unique admissible state of I15 for which the rightmost decorations on
B3 match the leftmost decorations on I15. Similarly, each admissible state of I15, for
which the leftmost decorations in rows (r, r) are (cr, 0), yields a unique admissible
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∆
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state of I16. It follows that
Z(I16) = (z
n
r − vz−nr )Z(I15; cr, 0). (5.11)
We apply the YBE repeatedly to I16 to push the vertex in B3 to the right. Doing
so interchanges rows r and r of I16, does not affect the partition function, and yields
a configuration I17; so Z(I16) = Z(I17). To find Z(I17), we use the configurations
I18, I19, I20 in Figure 5.16, where I18 and I19 together are I17.
+ + +
...
...r
r
+
+
cr
0
ε1
ε2
I18
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
Γ
∆
I19
r
r
+
ε1
ε2
∆
Γ
I20
Figure 5.16
Lemma 7 (Fish relation, type Γ∆). Suppose ε1 and ε2 in Figure 5.16 are
fixed. The ratio Z(I19)/wt(I20) is independent of these decorated spins and equals
znr − vz−nr .
See Appendix A for the proof.
We then have
Z(I17) =
∑
εk
Z(I18)Z(I19) = (z
n
r − vz−nr )
∑
εk
Z(I18) wt(I20)
= (znr − vz−nr )Z(I1; 0, cr).
It follows from this and (5.11) that Z∗(I15; cr, 0) = Z(I1; 0, cr). Then (5.9) yields
Z∗(I9) = (z−nr − vznr )Z(I1; 0, cr).
Substituting (z−nr − vznr )Z(I1; 0, cr) for Z∗(I9) in (5.8) proves the theorem.
Chapter 6
Algebraic Preliminaries
In Chapter 7, we will relate the partition function Z of our model to Whittaker
functions on metaplectic covers of SO(2r + 1). We will make some conjectures that
relate certain structure constants arising from intertwining operators for metaplectic
principal series representations to modified Boltzmann weights of the R-vertices
shown in Table 2.1. In this chapter, we introduce some terminology of the algebraic
preliminaries that are needed to state these conjectures. All of the results in this
chapter summarize some of the work found in, e.g., McNamara [26–28].
As mentioned in Chapter 2, n and r are fixed positive integers, with n odd.
6.1 Preliminaries
Let F be a nonarchimedean local field with valuation ring oF , uniformizer $ (i.e., $
is a generator of the maximal ideal of oF ), and residue field oF /$oF of cardinality
q. Let µn be the cyclic group of all nth roots of unity in F . Let (· , ·) : F××F× → µn
be the nth-power Hilbert symbol, and let  : µn → C× be an embedding; we will
omit  from all of our notation.
Let G := G(F ) be a split reductive algebraic group over F with maximal split
torus T := T (F ). Let B = TU be the Borel subgroup of G, where U is the unipotent
radical of B. Let K := G(oF ) be the maximal compact subgroup of G.
Let Λ be the coweight lattice of G. Then Λ can be identified with the cocharacter
group X∗(T ), which is isomorphic to Zr. Let {e1, . . . , er} be the standard basis for
Zr, where ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with 1 in the ith coordinate. Let Φ be a reduced
root system of type Cr, with subsets Φ
+ and Φ− of positive roots and negative roots.
Let W be the Weyl group of Φ, where W is generated by simple reflections sα and
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has long element w0.
Let ‹G := ‹G(n) be the metaplectic n-fold cover of G. In order to have simpler
formulas in this chapter, we make the assumption that q ≡ 1 (2n), so that F contains
the cyclic group µ2n of all 2nth roots of unity. (For more on these simplifications,
see Weissman [33].) The group ‹G can be constructed as a central extension of G by
µn; thus, there is a short exact sequence of topological groups:
1 −→ µn −→ ‹G p−→ G −→ 1, (6.1)
where µn lies in the center of ‹G. As a set, ‹G equals G × µn, and p in (6.1) is the
natural projection defined by p(g, ζ) = g for all g ∈ G and all ζ ∈ µn. Multiplication
in ‹G depends on our choice of a cocycle σ in H2(G,µn): for all (g, ζ), (g′, ζ ′) ∈ ‹G,
(g, ζ)(g′, ζ ′) = (gg′, σ(g, g′)ζζ ′).
Thus, in order to describe ‹G, we need to be able to describe σ. Matsumoto [25] gave
formulas that describe such a cocycle, but it remains difficult to evaluate explicitly on
arbitrary elements. Fortunately, the central extension ‹G in (6.1) can be constructed
by using a W -invariant symmetric bilinear form B : Λ×Λ→ Z that we may choose
to be given by the usual dot product. Let Q : Λ → Z be the quadratic form given
by Q(µ) := B(µ, µ)/2 for all µ ∈ Λ, and let
Λ(n) = {µ ∈ Λ | B(µ′, µ) ∈ nZ for all µ′ ∈ Λ}.
The quotient Λ/Λ(n) is isomorphic to (Z/nZ)r. For every α∨ ∈ Φ∨, let
nα =
n
gcd(n,Q(α∨))
. (6.2)
Our choice of B is so that Q(µ) = 1 if µ is a short simple root, and Q(µ) = 2 if µ is
a long simple root. It then follows that nα = n, as n is odd.
6.2 Unramified Principal Series Representations
We review the construction of unramified principal series of ‹G.
Let ‹B = p−1(B) and ‹T = p−1(T ). Let H be the centralizer of ‹T ∩K in ‹T . Let
χ be a genuine character on H, i.e., χ(ζh) = ζχ(h) for all ζ ∈ µn and all h ∈ H
(this definition applies to characters on all subgroups of ‹G, not just to those on H).
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Suppose χ is unramified, i.e., χ is trivial on ‹T ∩K.
Induce χ from H up to ‹T , obtaining i(χ) := IndT˜H(χ), a vector space with
dim i(χ) = |‹T/H|, the cardinality of ‹T/H. Inflate i(χ) from ‹T to ‹B, then induce from‹B up to ‹G, obtaining I(χ) := IndG˜
B˜
(i(χ)). We call I(χ) the unramified principal
series representation of ‹G induced by χ (when χ is unramified, which we are
assuming it is, we use the adjective unramified for I(χ) also). Then I(χ), which has
a ‹G-action given by right translation, is the vector space consisting of all the locally
constant functions f : ‹G→ i(χ) that satisfy
f(bg) = (δ1/2χ)(b)f(g) (6.3)
for all b ∈ ‹B and all g ∈ ‹G, where δ is the modular quasicharacter of ‹B. (In (6.3),
we are considering χ as a character on ‹B.) The subset I(χ)K of I(χ) consisting of
all K-fixed elements in I(χ) is a vector space with dim I(χ)K = 1; the elements
of I(χ)K are called spherical vectors. We choose a nonzero spherical vector φχK in
I(χ)K .
6.3 Intertwining Operators
For every α ∈ Φ+, let Uα be the one-parameter unipotent subgroup of G that
corresponds to the embedding ια : SL(2) → G. For every w ∈ W , define wχ by
wχ(t) = χ(w−1tw) for all t ∈ ‹T . Then for every w ∈W , let
Uw =
∏
α∈Φ+
w(α)∈Φ−
Uα,
a unipotent subgroup, and define Aw : I(χ) → I(wχ), the unnormalized inter-
twining operator, by
Aw(f)(g) =
∫
Uw
f(w−1ug) du,
assuming the integral is absolutely convergent. We may extend this definition by
meromorphic continuation. By this we mean in the z := (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr that
parametrizes χ, z varies as χ varies, and so Aw(f)(g) actually depends on z.
Let w ∈W . Since dim I(χ)K = 1 and AwφχK is K-invariant,
AwφχK = cw(χ)φ
wχ
K (6.4)
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for some nonzero element cw(χ) in the fraction field of the coordinate ring of a certain
algebraic variety. We do not need to say anything on this, but we do mention the
following: if sα is a simple reflection, and if w ∈ W satisfies `(sαw) = `(w) + 1,
where ` is the length function on the Weyl group W , then
csα(χ) =
1− q−1znαα∨
1− znαα∨ , csαw(χ) = csα(
wχ)cw(χ).
Then the normalized intertwining operator Aw is defined to be
Aw = (cw(χ))−1Aw.
It follows from (6.4) that AwφχK = φ
wχ
K .
An advantage of working with Aw rather than with Aw is that for all w, w′ ∈W ,
we have Aww′ = AwAw′ , while we must have `(ww′) = `(w) + `(w′) in order for
Aww′ = AwAw′ . We will therefore work with the Aw. In addition, it will suffice to
work with Asα on simple reflections sα.
6.4 Whittaker Functionals and Whittaker Functions
Let (pi, V ) be a representation of ‹G. Let ψ be an unramified character on U . A
Whittaker functional on (pi, V ) is a linear functional W on V satisfying
W (pi(u)v) = ψ(u)W (v)
for all u ∈ U and all v ∈ V . In particular, let us take (pi, V ) to be I(χ), and let
Wχ : I(χ)→ i(χ) be the linear functional on I(χ) defined by
Wχ(f) =
∫
U−
f(uw0)ψ(u) du (6.5)
for all f ∈ I(χ), where U− is the opposite group to the unipotent radical of B.
Denote by i(χ)∗ the dual space of i(χ) and by S the vector space of all Whittaker
functionals I(χ)→ C. The following is essentially Theorem 6.2 in [28]:
Theorem 4. There exists an isomorphism i(χ)∗ → S, with the isomorphism given
by L 7→WL, where WL(f) = L(Wχ(f)) for all f ∈ I(χ).
It follows that dimS = |‹T/H|. Moreover, it follows from results in [27] that ‹T/H ∼=
Λ/Λ(n).
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Let {Wχb }b be a basis for S, where the Wχb are indexed by a complete set of coset
representatives b for ‹T/H. Let {Lb}b be the corresponding basis for i(χ)∗ under the
bijection in Theorem 4.
Let w ∈ W , and let a be a coset representative for ‹T/H. Consider now the
Whittaker functionalWwχ on I(wχ), whereWχ is defined in (6.5). The composition
Wwχ ◦ Aw : I(χ)→ i(wχ) is a Whittaker functional, which becomes an i(χ)-valued
Whittaker functional after composing with the isomorphism i(wχ) → i(χ). Com-
posing further with the linear functional La ∈ i(χ)∗ yields a C-valued Whittaker
functional that we denote by W
wχ
a ◦ Aw. Since W
wχ
a ◦ Aw ∈ S, we can write it in
terms of the basis vectors Wχb :
W
wχ
a ◦ Aw =
∑
b∈T˜ /H
τ
(w)
a,b (z)W
χ
b (6.6)
for some rational functions τ
(w)
a,b (z). It suffices to know all of the τ
(w)
a,b (z) for simple
reflections. The following is essentially Lemma I.3.3 in [18] or Theorem 13.1 in [28]:
Proposition 4. Let sα be a simple reflection. Let a and b be coset representatives
for ‹T/H, with a = $ν and b = $µ for some ν, µ ∈ Λ. Write τν,µ for the structure
constant τ
(sα)
a,b (z) in (6.6). Then τν,µ = τ
1
ν,µ + τ
2
ν,µ, where τ
1 vanishes unless ν ∼ µ
mod Λ(n), and τ2 vanishes unless ν ∼ sα(µ) +α∨ mod Λ(n). Moreover, if we set C
and D to be
C =
Ç
nα
¢
B(α∨, µ)
nαQ(α∨)
•
− B(α
∨, µ)
Q(α∨)
å
α∨ , D = g(B(α∨, µ)−Q(α∨)),
where nα is given as in (6.2) and d · e is the ceiling function, then
τ1µ,µ = (1− q−1)
zC
1− q−1znαα∨ , τ
2
sα(µ)+α,µ
= q−1Dz−α
∨ 1− znαα∨
1− q−1znαα∨ .
In the next chapter, we will prove that the relationship between partition func-
tions and R-vertices for our symplectic-ice model is the same as the relationship
between Whittaker functionals and intertwining operators.
A Whittaker function is a nonzero function Wχ : ‹G→ C that satisfies
Wχ(ζugk) = ζψ(u)Wχ(g)
for all ζ ∈ µn, u ∈ U , g ∈ ‹G, and k ∈ K. We explicitly mention a Whittaker function.
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Let a be a coset representative for ‹T/H. Composing the function ‹G→ i(χ), defined
by g 7→ Wχ(pi(g)φχK), with the linear functional La ∈ i(χ)∗ yields a Whittaker
function W ◦a : ‹G→ C, called the spherical Whittaker function.
Chapter 7
Connections to Intertwining
Operators and Whittaker
Functions
In this chapter, we consider the case with G = SO(2r + 1). We continue to denote
by Zλ(z; c) the partition function of our model, having top boundary conditions
determined by λ, such that the leftmost edges in rows 1, . . . , r for each admissible
state have charges congruent modulo n to the integers c1, . . . , cr, respectively, where
c = (c1, . . . , cr), and where (as usual) along the left boundary all spins are + and
all charges in rows 1, . . . , r are 0. Here ci ∈ [0, n− 1] for every i. We continue using
the notation from Chapter 6.
Conjecture 1. Let c = (c1, . . . , cr) ∈ [0, n − 1]r. Let a be a coset representative
for ‹T/H with a = $ν for some ν ∈ Λ satisfying ν − ρ = c1e1 + · · · + crer. Then
Zλ(z; c) is a spherical Whittaker function, i.e., Zλ(z; c) = z
ε(a,c)W ◦a (pi($λ)φ
χ
K),
where ε(a, c) ∈ Zr depends on both a and c.
Remark.
(a) Friedberg and Zhang [13] showed that the p-parts of a metaplectic Eisenstein
series match the local Whittaker function.
(b) Assume Conjecture 1, and suppose n = 1. We obtain a new proof of the
Casselman–Shalika formula by combining the conjecture above with results of
Hamel and King [14]. Ivanov gave a statistical-mechanical proof of this result
in [16].
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We will not prove Conjecture 1, but we will prove that the Boltzmann weights
of the ΓΓ braided ice match the structure constants τ1 and τ2 in (6.6). We begin
by modifying the Boltzmann weights in Tables 2.1 and 4.1, obtaining the weights
in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Refer to the configurations in Table 7.2 as “R-vertices. These
modified weights are obtained by following the change-of-basis procedure outlined
in [5].
Recall from Proposition 1 that it suffices to set the decoration a in any of the
six admissible configurations equal to 0 if the spin is + (resp., −) for ∆ ice (resp., Γ
ice). Define the functions f∆ and fΓ as follows: for every decorated spin α, if α has
ice type ∆, then
f∆(α, z) =
z
a if α = −a and a ∈ [1, n− 1],
1 if α = +0,
while if α has ice type Γ, then
fΓ(α, z) =
z
a if α = +a and a ∈ [1, n− 1],
1 if α = −0.
For all X, Y ∈ {∆,Γ}, the Boltzmann weights
wtX
Ç
βα
å
, wtXY
Ç
β γ
δα
å
,
taken from Tables 2.1 and 4.1, are multiplied respectively by
fX(α, zi)
fX(β, zi)
,
fX(α, z1)fY (β, z2)
fX(γ, z1)fY (δ, z2)
.
In addition, we divide each Γ weight in Table 2.1 by zi. We divide each ∆Γ weight
in Table 4.1 by zn2 − vnzn1 , and we divide each Γ∆, ∆∆, and ΓΓ weight by zn1 − vzn2 .
The reason for these divisions will become clear in a moment. In Table 7.2, we list
only the modified ΓΓ weights.
Proposition 5. The YBE is satisfied with the Boltzmann weights given in Tables 7.1
and 7.2.
Proof. The original Boltzmann weights satisfy the YBE. Since our modifications
apply to all these weights, the YBE is not affected.
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Table 7.1: Modified Boltzmann weights of ∆ ice and Γ ice.
Boltzmann
Weights
∆ ice
+
+
+
+
0 0 −
−
−
−
a a+1 −
+
−
+
0 0 +
−
+
−
a a+1 +
+
−
−
0 0 −
−
+
+
0 1
1 g(a)z
nδ(a+1)
i 1 z
nδ(a+1)
i (1−v)zi znδ(1)−1i
Γ ice
+
+
+
+
a+1 a −
−
−
−
0 0 −
+
−
+
a+1 a +
−
+
−
0 0 +
+
−
−
0 0 −
−
+
+
1 0
z
−nδ(a+1)
i 1 g(a)z
−nδ(a+1)
i 1 1−v z−nδ(1)i
Brubaker, Bump, Chinta, Friedberg, and Gunnells [6] showed that for G =
GL(r, F ), Boltzmann weights exist for a generalization of the six-vertex model (i.e.,
type A metaplectic ice) for which the partition functions are values of spherical
Whittaker functions on ‹G. It was conjectured that properties of these Whittaker
functions arose from a YBE for the model, though no YBE was found.
Later on, Brubaker, Buciumas, and Bump [5] proved this conjecture by finding
Boltzmann weights for metaplectic ice that allowed for a YBE. This demonstrated
a new connection between quantum groups and spherical Whittaker functions on‹G. (When the degree n of the cover of G is 1, the metaplectic ice matches the
model used by Brubaker–Bump–Friedberg [9].) In addition, they proved that the R-
matrix, a matrix that encodes the solutions to the corresponding YBE, is a Drinfeld
Table 7.2: Modified Boltzmann weights of ΓΓ ice. Here a 6= b and zα := z1/z2.
Boltzmann
Weights
ΓΓ ice
+ +
++
a a
aa
+ +
++
a b
ab
+ +
++
a a
bb
− −
−−
0 0
00
z−nα−v
1−vz−nα g(a−b)
1−z−nα
1−vz−nα
1−v
1−vz−nα
®
z−nα if a > b
1 if a < b
1
− +
−+
0 a
0a
+ −
+−
a 0
a0
+ +
−−
a a
00
− −
++
0 0
aa
v(1−z−nα)
1−vz−nα
1−z−nα
1−vz−nα
(1−v)z−nα
1−vz−nα
1−v
1−vz−nα
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twist of the R-matrix for the quantum affine Lie superalgebra “gl(1|n), and that the
scattering matrix of the intertwining operator corresponding to a simple reflection
on the finite-dimensional vector space of Whittaker functionals for ‹G is the R-matrix
of quantum affine gl(n), modified by Drinfeld twisting. (This scattering matrix was
originally computed by Kazhdan–Patterson [18].)
It was shown in [5] that some of the modified weights in Table 7.2 are related to
the identity of Whittaker functionals given in (6.6). We will partially prove a similar
result for symplectic ice. From now on, G stands for SO(2r + 1, F ).
Proposition 6. Let ν ∈ X∗(T ) ∼= C[Λ], where ν − ρ = c1e1 + · · · + crer for some
integers ci ∈ [0, n − 1]. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1}, and set j = i + 1. Let si := sα be
the simple reflection i ↔ j. Let a, b ∈ Z, and suppose a ≡ ci (n) and b ≡ cj (n).
Write τν,µ for the structure constant τ
(si)
a,b (z), as in Proposition 4. Let e ≡ ci − cj
(n) with e ∈ [0, n− 1]. Let wtΓΓ be the ΓΓ Boltzmann weights for the “R-vertices in
Table 7.2, with v = q−1. If a 6≡ b (n), then
τ1ν,ν = wtΓΓ
Ç
+a + a
+ b+b
å
, τ2si(ν)+α,µ = wtΓΓ
Ç
+a + b
+ a+b
å
,
and if a ≡ b (n), then
τ1ν,ν + τ
2
si(ν)+α,µ
= wt
Ç
+a + a
+ a+a
å
.
Proof. Suppose a 6≡ b (n). Then
τ1ν,ν = (1− q−1)
z−ndB(α,ν)/neα
1− q−1z−nα =
1− v
1− vz−nα
z
−nα if ci > cj
1 if ci < cj ,
which equals the modified ΓΓ Boltzmann weight of the first “R-vertex mentioned in
the proposition. Similarly,
τ2si(ν)+α,µ = g(〈α, ν − ρ〉 − 1)
1− z−nα
1− q−1z−nα = g(ci − cj)
1− z−nα
1− vz−nα ,
which equals the modified ΓΓ Boltzmann weight of the second “R-vertex mentioned
in the proposition.
Now suppose a ≡ b (n). Then the assertion follows by setting ci = cj in the
Boltzmann weights of the two “R-vertices above, where we take the first case for the
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second “R-vertex above:
τ1ν,ν + τ
2
si(ν)+α,µ
=
1− v
1− vz−nα
z
−nα if ci > cj
1 if ci < cj
+ g(ci − cj) 1− z
−nα
1− vz−nα
=
(1− v)z−nα
1− vz−nα +
−v(1− z−nα)
1− vz−nα
=
z−nα − v
1− vz−nα ,
which equals the modified ΓΓ Boltzmann weight of the third “R-vertex mentioned in
the proposition.
Conjecture 2. Continue using the notation from Propositions 4 and 6. Write w for
the simple reflection attached to the simple short root for which w interchanges i and
j := i+1. Consider symplectic ice with rows 1, 2, . . . , r having fixed decorated spins
of +c1, +c2, . . . , +cr, respectively, as described at the beginning of Section 5.1.
Assume Conjecture 1 is true. It follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 6 that if
ci 6= cj, then the identity
W
wχ
a ◦ Aw(pi($λ)φχK) = τ1ν,νWχa (pi($λ)φχK) + τ2w·ν,νWχw·a(pi($λ)φχK)
of spherical Whittaker functions is equivalent to the identity
Zλ(w(z); c) = wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + ci
+ cj+cj
å
Zλ(z; c) + wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + cj
+ ci+cj
å
Zλ(z;w(c)) (7.1)
of partition functions. If ci = cj, then (7.1) is rewritten by adding the Boltzmann
weights of the two “R-vertices in (7.1) as was done in the proof of Proposition 6.
Here w(z) means that zi and zj are interchanged.
The reason for the divisions for the modified weights that was mentioned at the
beginning of the chapter was so the caduceus constant given in (5.2) reduces to 1
when using these weights.
Conjecture 3. Continue using the notation from Propositions 4 and 6, Conjec-
ture 2, and Section 5.2. Write w for the simple reflection attached to the simple
long root. Assume Conjecture 1 is true. It follows from Theorem 3 and Proposi-
tion 6 that the identity
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Zλ(w(z); c) = wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + ci
+ cj+cj
å
Zλ(z; c)
+ wtΓΓ
Ç
+ci + cj
+ ci+cj
å
2
Zλ(z; c1, . . . , cr−1, cr − 2e)
of partition functions is equivalent to an identity of spherical Whittaker functions.
Here w(z) and wt mean that zr and z
−1
r are interchanged, and the subscript 2 in
wt( · )2 means that each occurrence of g(a) is replaced by g(2a).
A proof of Conjecture 1 would therefore establish Conjectures 2 and 3, proving
that the relationship between partition functions and R-vertices matches the rela-
tionship between spherical Whittaker functions and the structure constants τ1 and
τ2. We expect to be able to use an algorithm of McNamara [26] to prove Conjec-
ture 1.
Chapter 8
Further Questions
It would be interesting to give a proof of Conjecture 1 from Chapter 7, thereby
showing that the partition functions of symplectic ice satisfy the same identities un-
der our solution to the Yang–Baxter equation as the metaplectic Whittaker function
under intertwining operators on unramified principal series.
An interesting future project would be to explore the case when n is even, since
the techniques that have been used in this paper have relied on n being odd.
In Chapter 3, we related certain admissible states of our symplectic-ice model to
a multiple Dirichlet series. Some possible future work could perhaps relate all the
admissible states—and therefore the partition function Z—to the series.
Concerning the appearance of Whittaker functions in Chapter 7, this is not
the first time that such functions have been connected to statistical mechanics.
Connections between statistical mechanics and archimedean Whittaker functions
date back to work of Kazhdan and Kostant, who recognized that quantum Toda
Hamiltonians, when restricted to the space of Whittaker functions, agreed with the
differential operators in the center of the universal enveloping algebra. This inspired
Kostant’s later proof of the total integrability of the Toda lattice.
It would be interesting to explore why statistical-mechanical models have been
appropriate analogues of the Toda lattice; the models have a discrete nature, whereas
the Toda lattice is continuous.
Here is another topic to explore. Consider metaplectic Whittaker functions on
covering groups where the underlying field is C. Each central extension is trivial,
since everything splits. But this is different for the case when the underlying field
is R. (See [20].) It would be interesting to study the metaplectic archimedean case
for the Toda lattice, i.e., a metaplectic Whittaker function for a double cover of real
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groups.
There is a deeper question on connections to geometry. McNamara [26] showed
that for GL(r), if one breaks up the unipotent radical in GL(r) into geometrically
defined pieces called Mirkovic´–Vilonen cycles, then the contribution from each piece
matches the Boltzmann weight of a state of square ice and therefore is a summand
in Tokuyama’s generating function. Does such a connection exist for other Cartan
types? We can ask a more elementary question about whether generating function
identities like Tokuyama’s exist for characters of other types. Only one for type C
is known.
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Appendix A
Proofs from Chapter 5
Proof of Lemma 3 (caduceus relation). There are four choices for (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4). If
(ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4) = (+,−,−,+), then I5 has four admissible states, and Z(I5)/wt(I6)
is equal to
(z−nj − vnzni )(z−ni − vznj )(zni − vznj )(z−ni − vz−nj ),
which is (5.2). If (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4) = (−,+,+,−), then I5 has four admissible states, in
which case Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to (5.2) as well.
Suppose (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4) = (+,−,+,−); we will analyze this case in more detail.
The admissible states of I5 are shown in Figure A.1, where α and β range over
{0, 1, . . . . , n− 1} and satisfy α+ β ≡ 1 (n).
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Figure A.1
If α = n − 1, then α + 1 stands for 0, and if β = 0, then β − 1 stands for n − 1.
Number the five configurations in Figure A.1 from 1 to 5, starting with the top row
and going left to right in each row. The Boltzmann weights of states 1, 2, and 5
are easily determined. Each choice of (α, β) yields an admissible state of each of
configurations 3 and 4. The sum of the Boltzmann weights of all admissible states
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for configuration 3 is equal to
(1− v)3(1− vn)z−1i z−1j ,
while the sum of the Boltzmann weights of all admissible states for configuration 4
is equal to
(1− v)(vn+1(1− v)zni znj + v − vn)(zni − znj )(z−ni − z−nj )z−1i z−1j .
It is straightforward to verify that Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to (5.2), where Z(I5) is the
sum of the Boltzmann weights of all admissible states for the five configurations.
The case when (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4) = (−,+,−,+) is much more tedious and is therefore
left to the reader. Again, Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to (5.2).
Proof of Lemma 4 (fish relation, type ∆Γ ). There are two choices for (ε1, ε2). If
(ε1, ε2) = (+,−), then the admissible states of I5 are shown in Figure A.2,
(a = 0 only)
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where a + b ≡ 1 (n). There are three subcases to consider. If a = 0, then only the
first and third configurations are considered, in which case Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to
z−nr − vnznr . If a 6= 0 and the leftmost charges are (a + 1, a), then only the second
configuration is considered, in which case Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to z
−n
r −vnznr . If a 6=
0 and the leftmost charges are (b, a), then only the third and fourth configurations
are considered, in which case Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to 0. But this third subcase can
be excluded from consideration if we do not allow a flipped Γ∆-bend of the form
( b+ ,
a
−) with a+ b ≡ 1 (n) and a 6≡ 0.
If (ε1, ε2) = (−,+), then the admissible states of I5 are shown in Figure A.3,
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r
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+
−
+
Figure A.3
in which case Z(I5)/wt(I6) is equal to z
−n
r − vnznr .
Proof of Lemma 6 (fish relation, type ΓΓ ). There are two choices for (ε1, ε2), and
each choice yields exactly two admissible states of I12.
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Figure A.4
If (ε1, ε2) = (+,−), then the admissible states of I12 are shown in Figure A.4a, in
which case Z∗(I12)/wt∗(I13) is equal to
(z−nr − znr )z−1r + (1− v)zn−1r
z−1r
. (A.1)
If (ε1, ε2) = (−,+), then the admissible states of I12 are shown in Figure A.4b, in
which case Z∗(I12)/wt∗(I13) is equal to
v(z−nr − znr )zr + (1− v)z−(n−1)r
zr
. (A.2)
The expressions in (A.1) and (A.2) are equal to z−nr − vznr .
Proof of Lemma 7 (fish relation, type Γ∆). There are two choices for (ε1, ε2), and
each choice yields exactly two admissible states of I19.
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Figure A.5
If (ε1, ε2) = (+,−), then the admissible states of I19 are shown in Figure A.5a, in
which case Z(I19)/wt(I20) is equal to
(znr − z−nr )zr + (1− v)z−(n−1)r
zr
. (A.3)
If (ε1, ε2) = (−,+), then the admissible states of I19 are shown in Figure A.5b, in
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which case Z(I19)/wt(I20) is equal to
(v2z−nr − znr )z−1r + (1− v)zn−1r
g(0)z−1r
, (A.4)
where g(0) = −v. The expressions in (A.3) and (A.4) are equal to znr − vz−nr .
Appendix B
Cases of the Yang–Baxter
Equation (Ice Type ∆∆)
In the cases below, a is always an element of {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}, the set of least pos-
itive residue representatives modulo n, unless specified otherwise. Each case below
includes two tables of the following form.
e1
α1
e2
α2 Weight
f1
ω1
f2
ω2
Weight
The table on the left is for the left-hand side of the YBE, and the table on the
right is for the right-hand side. See Figure 4.1. Each table gives the two interior
decorated spins for each admissible state; the third interior spin is omitted, since
it can be determined from the given data. If another integer b appears, both a and
b will be distinct elements of {1, 2, . . . , n−1} (and likewise for other integers c and d).
Case 1: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,+).
0
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 0+ 0+ zn1 − vzn2
Case 2: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 3: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
1
− ,
0
+ ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn1 z2 1− 0+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z2
0
+
1
− (1− v)zn+12
Case 4a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
− ,+,
0
+ ,
a+1
− ,+).
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0
+
a
− v(z
n
1 − zn2 )z2 0+ a+1− v(zn1 − zn2 )z2
Case 4b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,+).
0
+
0
− v(z
n
1 − zn2 )z2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
1
− v(z
n
1 − zn2 )z2
1
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
Case 5: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
+ ,+,
a+1
− ,
0
+ ,+).
a
−
0
+ (z
n
1 − zn2 )z1 a+1− 0+ (zn1 − zn2 )z1
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 6a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
a+1
− ,+).
0
+
a
− (1− v)zn−a+11 za2 a+1− 0+ (1− v)zn−a+11 za2
Case 6b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
1
−
0
+ (1− v)zn+11
Case 7: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,+,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 8a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
− ,+,
b+1
− ,
a+1
− ,+).
b
−
a
− (1− v)zn−c+11 zc+12 a+1− b+1− (1− v)zn−c+11 zc+12
Here c ≡ a− b (n) with c ∈ [1, n− 1].
Case 8b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
− ,+,
a+1
− ,
b+1
− ,+).
a
−
b
− (z
n
2 − vzn1 )z1z2 a+1− b+1− (zn2 − vzn1 )z1z2
This is also true when a = b.
Case 9: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−, 1− , 0+ ,+).
0
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 1− 0+ zn1 − zn2
0
+
1
− (1− v)zn2
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Case 10: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−, 0+ , 1− ,+).
0
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 0+ 1− v(zn1 − zn2 )
1
−
0
+ (1− v)zn1
Case 11: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 12a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
− ,−, 1− , a+1− ,+).
0
+
a
− v(z
n
1 − zn2 )z2 1− a+1− v(zn1 − zn2 )z2
Case 12b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
− ,−, a+1− , 1− ,+).
a
−
0
+ (1− v)g(a)za1zn−a+12 1− a+1− (1− v)g(a)za1zn−a+12
Case 12c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, 1− , 1− ,+).
0
+
0
− v(z
n
1 − zn2 )z2
0
−
0
+ −v(1− v)zn1 z2
1
−
1
− v(vz
n
1 − zn2 )z2
Case 13: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 14a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
+ ,−, a+1− , 1− ,+).
a
−
0
+ g(a)(z
n
1 − zn2 )z1 a+1− 1− g(a)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
Case 14b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
+ ,−, 1− , a+1− ,+).
0
+
a
− (1− v)zn−a+11 za2 a+1− 1− (1− v)zn−a+11 za2
Case 14c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, 1− , 1− ,+).
0
−
0
+ v(z
n
2 − zn1 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
1
−
1
− (z
n
2 − vzn1 )z1
Case 15: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,−,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 16: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 17: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,+,−). No admissible states exist.
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Case 18: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,+,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 19: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
0
+
0
− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
Case 20: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 21: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1
Case 22: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 23a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
n−1
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,−).
n−1
−
0
− (1− v)g(−1)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2 0− 0+ (1− v)g(−1)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
Case 23b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
n−1
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,−).
n−1
−
0
− (1− v)2zn1 z22 0+ 0− (1− v)2zn1 z22
Case 23c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
1
− ,
0
+ ,−).
0
−
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vzn1 )z1z2 1− 0+ v(1− v)(zn2 − zn1 )z1z2
0
+
1
− (1− v)2z1zn+12
Case 23d: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a−1
− ,
0
− ,+,
a
− ,
0
+ ,−), where a 6= 0 and a 6= 1.
a−1
−
0
− (1− v)g(a− 1)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2 a− 0+ (1− v)g(a− 1)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
Case 23e: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a−1
− ,+,
a
− ,
0
+ ,−), where a 6= 0 and a 6= 1.
a−1
−
0
− (1− v)2za1zn−a+22 0+ a− (1− v)2za1zn−a+22
Case 24a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
a+1
− ,−).
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0
−
a
− (1− v)2g(a)zn−a+11 za+12 a+1− 0+ (1− v)2g(a)zn−a+11 za+12
Case 24b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a
− ,+,
0
+ ,
a+1
− ,−).
0
−
a
− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2 0+ a+1− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
Case 24c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,−).
0
−
0
− v(1− v)(vzn1 − zn2 )z1z2 0+ 1− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
1
−
0
+ −v(1− v)2zn+11 z2
Case 25: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−, 0+ , 0+ ,−).
0
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 0+ 0+ zn1 − vzn2
Case 26: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,−,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 27a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
− ,−, a+1− , 0+ ,−).
a
−
0
+ (1− v)g(a)za1zn−a+12 0+ a+1− (1− v)g(a)za1zn−a+12
Case 27b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, 1− , 0+ ,−).
0
+
0
− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z2
0
−
0
+ −v(1− v)zn1 z2
0
+
1
− −v(1− v)zn+12
Case 28: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
− ,−, 0+ , a+1− ,−).
0
+
a
− vg(a)(z
n
1 − zn2 ) 0+ a+1− vg(a)(zn1 − zn2 )
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 29: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, 1− , 0+ ,−).
0
−
0
+ v(z
n
2 − zn1 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
1
−
0
+ v(z
n
2 − zn1 )z1
0
+
1
− (1− v)2z1zn2
Case 30a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
+ ,−, 0+ , a+1− ,−).
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0
+
a
− (1− v)g(a)zn−a+11 za2 a+1− 0+ (1− v)g(a)zn−a+11 za2
Case 30b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, 0+ , 1− ,−).
0
+
0
− −v(1− v)z1zn2 0+ 1− v(1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
1
−
0
+ −v(1− v)zn+11
Case 31: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,+,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 32a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
− ,−, b+1− , a+1− ,−).
b
−
a
− (1− v)g(a)g(b)zn−c+11 zc+12 a+1− b+1− (1− v)g(a)g(b)zn−c+11 zc+12
Here c ≡ a− b (n) with c ∈ [1, n− 1].
Case 32b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
− ,−, a+1− , b+1− ,−).
a
−
b
− g(a)g(b)g(a− b)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2 a+1− b+1− g(a)g(b)g(a− b)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
Case 32c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
a
− ,−, a+1− , a+1− ,−).
a
−
a
− g(a)g(a)(z
n
2 − vzn1 )z1z2 a+1− a+1− g(a)g(a)(zn2 − vzn1 )z1z2
Appendix C
Cases of the Yang–Baxter
Equation (Ice Type ∆Γ)
Case 1: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
a−1
+ ,+).
0
+
a
+ z
n
2 − vnzn1 0+ a−1+ zn2 − vnzn1
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 2: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 3a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
1
− ,
0
+ ,+).
0
−
1
+ v
n−1(1− v)zn1 z2 1− 0+ (1− v)(vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z2
0
+
0
− (1− v)zn+12
Case 3b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
a+1
− ,
b−1
+ ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a
−
b
+ v
a−1(1− v)za1zn−a+12 1− 0+ va−1(1− v)2za1zn−a+12
0
+
0
− v
a(1− v)za1zn−a+12
This is also true when a = b or b = 0.
Case 4: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
0
− ,+).
0
+
0
− (z
n
2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
0
−
1
+ v
n−1(1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
0
− (z
n
2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
1
−
0
+ v
n−1(1− v)2zn1 z2
Case 5a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,+,
a+1
− ,
b−1
+ ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
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a
−
b
+ (v
n−1zn1 − zn2 )z1 a+1− b−1+ (vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z1
This is also true when a = b or a = 0.
Case 5b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,+,
a+1
− ,
b−1
+ ,+), where a+ b 6≡ 1 (n).
a
−
b
+ g(a+ b− 1)−1(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1 a+1− b−1+ g(a+ b− 1)−1(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1
This is also true when a = b or a = 0.
Case 5c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,+,
c+1
− ,
d−1
+ ,+), where a+ b ≡ c+ d ≡ 1 (n)
and a 6= c.
c
−
d
+ v
c−a−1(1− v)zc−a+11 za−c2
®
vnzn1 if a > c
zn2 if a < c
a+1
−
b−1
+ v
c−a−1(1− v)zc−a+11 za−c2
®
vnzn1 if a > c
zn2 if a < c
This is also true when a = b, a = 0, c = d, or c = 0.
Case 6a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
− ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
0
−
1
+ v
n−a−1(1− v)2zn−a+11 za2
0
+
0
− v
n−a(1− v)zn−a+11 za2
a+1
−
b−1
+ v
n−a−1(1− v)zn−a+11 za2
This is also true when a = b, a = 0, or b = 0.
Case 6b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
− ,+).
0
−
1
+ (1− v)(vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
1
−
0
+ v
n−1(1− v)zn+11
Case 7: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,+,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 8: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
− ,+,
a+1
− ,
0
− ,+).
a
−
0
− (z
n
2 − vnzn1 )z1z2 a+1− 0− (zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 9: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
1
+ ,−, 1− , 0+ ,+).
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0
+
1
+ z
n
2 − vnzn1 0+ 0− (1− v)zn2
1
−
0
+ vz
n
2 − vnzn1
Case 10: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
1
+ ,−, 0+ , 0− ,+).
0
+
1
+ z
n
2 − vnzn1 0+ 0− zn2 − vn+1zn1
1
−
0
+ −vn(1− v)zn1
Case 11: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 12: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, 1− , 0− ,+).
0
+
0
− (z
n
2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
0
−
1
+ −vn(1− v)zn1 z2
1
−
0
− (z
n
2 − vnzn1 )z2
Case 13: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 14a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
1
+ ,−, a+1− , 0− ,+).
a
−
1
+ (z
n
2 − vnzn1 )z1 a+1− 0− (zn2 − vnzn1 )z1
Case 14b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,−, 1− , 0− ,+).
0
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
0
−
1
+ v(z
n
2 − vn−1zn1 )z1
1
−
0
− (z
n
2 − vnzn1 )z1
Case 15: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,−,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 16: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 17: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,+,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 18: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,+,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 19: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
0
+
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
0
−
1
+ −vn(1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z2
Case 20: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 21a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
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0
−
1
+ v(1− v)(zn2 − vn−1zn1 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1
Case 21b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a+1
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
a
+ ,−).
0
−
a+1
+ (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1 0+ a+ (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1
Case 22: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 23a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
− ,+,
a+1
− ,
0
+ ,−).
a
−
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2 a+1− 0+ (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2
Case 23b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
1
− ,
0
+ ,−).
0
−
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2 0+ 0− (1− v)2z1zn+12
1
−
0
+ v(1− v)(zn2 − vn−1zn1 )z1z2
Case 24: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
0
− ,−).
0
−
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2 0+ 0− (1− v)(zn2 − vn+1zn1 )z1z2
1
−
0
+ −vn(1− v)2zn+11 z2
Case 25: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
a
+ ,−, 0+ , a−1+ ,−).
0
+
a
+ g(a− 1)(zn2 − vnzn1 ) 0+ a−1+ g(a− 1)(zn2 − vnzn1 )
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 26: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,−,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 27a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, a+1− , b−1+ ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a
−
n−a+1
+ v
a(1− v)za1zn−a+12 0+ 0− va(1− v)za1zn−a+12
This is also true when a = b.
Case 27b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, 1− , 0+ ,−).
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0
+
0
− (1− v)(zn2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
0
−
1
+ v
n+1(1− v)zn1 z2
0
+
0
− (1− v)zn+12
Case 28: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
0
− ,−, 0+ , 0− ,−).
0
+
0
− (z
n
2 − vn+1zn1 )z2 0+ 0− (zn2 − vn+1zn1 )z2
Case 29a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,−, 1− , 0+ ,−).
0
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
0
−
1
+ v
2(vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z1
0
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
1
−
0
+ v
2(vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z1
Case 29b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,−, a+1− , b−1+ ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a
−
b
+ v(v
n−1zn1 − zn2 )z1 a+1− b−1+ v(vn−1zn1 − zn2 )z1
Case 29c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,−, a+1− , b−1+ ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a
−
b
+ v
a(1− v)za+11 zn−a2 0+ 0− va(1− v)2za+11 zn−a2
1
−
0
+ v
a+1(1− v)za+11 zn−a2
This is also true when a = b.
Case 29d: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,−, 1− , 0+ ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
0
+
0
− v
n−a(1− v)2zn−a+11 za2
0
−
1
+ v
n−a+1(1− v)zn−a+11 za2
a+1
−
b−1
+ v
n−a(1− v)zn−a+11 za2
Case 29e: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,−, a+1− , b−1+ ,−), where a+ b 6≡ 1 (n).
a
−
b
+ g(a)g(b− 1)g(a+ b− 1)−1(zn2 − vnzn1 )
a+1
−
b−1
+ g(a)g(b− 1)g(a+ b− 1)−1(zn2 − vnzn1 )
This is also true when a = b, a = 0, or b = 0.
Case 30a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
1
+ ,−, 0+ , 0− ,−).
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0
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2 1− 0+ vn+1(1− v)zn+11
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn2 − vn+1zn1 )z1
Case 30b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
b
+ ,−, 0+ , 0− ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
0
+
0
− v
n−a(1− v)zn−a+11 za2 a+1− b−1+ vn−a(1− v)zn−a+11 za2
Case 31: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,+,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 32: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
− ,
0
− ,−, a+1− , 0− ,−).
a
−
0
− g(a)(z
n
2 − vnzn1 )z1z2 a+1− 0− g(a)(zn2 − vnzn1 )z1z2
This is also true when a = 0.
Appendix D
Cases of the Yang–Baxter
Equation (Ice Type Γ∆)
Case 1: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
0
+ ,+,
a−1
+ ,
0
+ ,+).
a
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 a−1+ 0+ zn1 − vzn2
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 2: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 3a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
+ ,
1
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)z1zn2 n−1+ 2− (1− v)z1zn2
Case 3b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn1 z2 0− 0+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z2
0
+
1
− (1− v)zn+12
Case 3c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn−a+11 za2 a−1+ b+1− (1− v)zn−a+11 za2
Case 4a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
a−1
+ ,
b+1
− ,+), where a+ b 6≡ 1 (n).
a
+
b
− g(a+ b− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2 a−1+ b+1− g(a+ b− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
This is also true when a = 0 or b = 0.
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Case 4b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
a
− ,+,
a−1
+ ,
a+1
− ,+).
a
+
a
−
®
(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2 if 2a ≡ 1 (n)
g(2a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2 if 2a 6≡ 1 (n)
a−1
+
a+1
−
®
(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2 if 2a ≡ 1 (n)
g(2a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2 if 2a 6≡ 1 (n)
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 4c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n) and a 6= 1.
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zb1za2
1
+
0
− −(1− v)zb1za2
a−1
+
b+1
− −v(1− v)zb1za2
This is also true when a = 0, in which case we replace a by n.
Case 4d: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
1
+
0
− (v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
1
− (v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2
Case 4e: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
a−1
+ ,
b+1
− ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a
+
b
− (v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2 a−1+ b+1− (v2zn2 − zn1 )z2
This is also true when a = 0 or b = 0.
Case 4f: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
c−1
+ ,
d+1
− ,+), where a+ b ≡ c+d ≡ 1 (n),
a 6= c, and c /∈ {0, 1}.
c
+
d
− −(1− v)zn−a+c1 za−c+12 a−1+ b+1− −(1− v)zn−a+c1 za−c+12
This is also true when a = 0, in which case we replace a by n.
Case 4g: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,+,
a−1
+ ,
b+1
− ,+), where a + b ≡ 1 (n) and
a 6= 1.
a
+
b
− −v(1− v)za−11 zn−a+22 0− 0+ (1− v)2za−11 zn−a+22
0
+
1
− −(1− v)za−11 zn−a+22
This is also true when a = 0, in which case we replace a by n.
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Case 4h: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,+,
c−1
+ ,
d+1
− ,+), where a + b ≡ c + d ≡ 1
(n), a 6= c, a /∈ {0, 1}, and c 6= 1.
c
+
d
− −(1− v)zc−a1 za−c+12
{
zn1 if a > c
vzn2 if a < c
a−1
+
b+1
− −(1− v)zc−a1 za−c+12
{
zn1 if a > c
vzn2 if a < c
This is also true when c = 0.
Case 5: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,+).
0
−
0
+ (z
n
1 − zn2 )z1 0− 0+ (zn1 − zn2 )z1
Case 6a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
1
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn+11
Case 6b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
a
+ ,
b
− ,+), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
a+1
+
b−1
− (1− v)za+11 zn−a2 0− 0+ (1− v)za+11 zn−a2
Case 7: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,+,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 8: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a
− ,+,
0
− ,
a+1
− ,+).
0
−
a
− (z
n
1 − vzn2 )z1z2 0− a+1− (zn1 − vzn2 )z1z2
Case 9: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
+ ,−, 0− , 0+ ,+).
1
+
0
+ z
n
1 − vzn2 0− 0+ zn1 − zn2
0
+
1
− (1− v)zn2
Case 10a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
+ ,−, 0+ , 1− ,+).
1
+
0
+ v
2zn2 − vzn1 0− 0+ (1− v)zn1
0
+
1
− v
2zn2 − zn1
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Case 10b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
0
+ ,−, a−1+ , 1− ,+), where a 6= 1.
a
+
0
+ g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 ) a−1+ 1− g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )
Case 11: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 12a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,−, 0− , 1− ,+).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn1 z2
1
+
0
− (v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2
0
−
1
− v(vz
n
2 − zn1 )z2
Case 12b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
a−1
− ,−, 0− , a− ,+), where a 6= 1.
1
+
a−1
− g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2 0− a− g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
Case 13: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,−,+,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 14: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, 0− , 1− ,+).
0
−
0
+ (z
n
1 − zn2 )z1
1
+
0
− (1− v)z1zn2
0
−
1
− (z
n
1 − vzn2 )z1
Case 15: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,−,+,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 16: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,−,+). No admissible states exist.
Case 17: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,−,+,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 18: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,+,+,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 19a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
1
+
0
− (1− v)(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn1 z2
0
+
0
+ v(1− v)(vzn2 − zn1 )z2
Case 19b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
0
− ,+,
a−1
+ ,
0
+ ,−), where a 6= 1.
a
+
0
− (1− v)g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2 a−1+ 0+ (1− v)g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
Case 20: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,−,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 21: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,+,
0
+ ,
0
+ ,−).
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0
−
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1
1
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
0
+
0
+ (1− v)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1
Case 22: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,+,+,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 23: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
− ,
0
+ ,−).
0
−
0
− (1− v)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1z2 0− 0+ (1− v)(zn1 − zn2 )z1z2
0
+
1
− (1− v)2z1zn+12
Case 24a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
− ,+,
0
+ ,
1
− ,−).
0
−
0
− v(1− v)(vzn2 − zn1 )z1z2 0+ 1− (1− v)(v2zn2 − zn1 )z1z2
0
−
0
+ (1− v)2zn+11 z2
Case 24b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a
− ,+,
0
+ ,
a+1
− ,−).
0
−
a
− (1− v)g(a)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1z2 0+ a+1− (1− v)g(a)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1z2
Case 25: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
0
+ ,−, a−1+ , 0+ ,−).
a
+
0
+ g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 ) a−1+ 0+ g(a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )
This is also true when a = 0.
Case 26: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (+,+,−,−,−,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 27a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
1
+ ,
0
− ,−, 0− , 0+ ,−).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)zn1 z2
1
+
0
− (1− v)(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2
0
+
1
− v
2(1− v)zn+12
Case 27b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
b
+ ,
a
− ,−, 0− , 0+ ,−), where a+ b ≡ 1 (n).
0
−
0
+ (1− v)za1zn−a+12
1
+
0
− −(1− v)2za1zn−a+12
b−1
+
a+1
− v(1− v)za1zn−a+12
Case 28a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
a
− ,−, a−1+ , a+1− ,−), where 2a ≡ 1 (n).
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a
+
a
− v(v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2 a−1+ a+1− v(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2
Case 28b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
a
− ,−, a−1+ , a+1− ,−), where 2a 6≡ 1 (n).
a
+
a
− g(a− 1)g(a)g(2a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
a−1
+
a+1
− g(a− 1)g(a)g(2a− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
Case 28c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,−, a−1+ , b+1− ,−), where a + b ≡ 1 (n) and
a 6= b.
a
+
b
− v(v
2zn2 − zn1 )z2 a−1+ b+1− v(v2zn2 − zn1 )z2
Case 28d: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,−, a−1+ , b+1− ,−), where a + b 6≡ 1 (n) and
a 6= b.
a
+
b
− g(a− 1)g(b)g(a+ b− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
a−1
+
b+1
− g(a− 1)g(b)g(a+ b− 1)(zn1 − vzn2 )z2
Case 28e: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
a
+ ,
b
− ,−, c−1+ , d+1− ,−), where a + b ≡ c + d ≡ 1
(n) and a 6= c.
c
+
d
− −x(1− v)zn−e1 ze2 a−1+ b+1− −x(1− v)zn−e1 ze2
Here e ≡ a− c (n) with e ∈ [1, n− 1], and
x =
1 if either ad = 0 or else abcd 6= 0 and a > c,v if either bc = 0 or else abcd 6= 0 and a < c.
Case 29: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, 0− , 0+ ,−).
0
−
0
+ (z
n
1 − zn2 )z1
1
+
0
− (1− v)2z1zn2
0
−
0
+ (z
n
1 − zn2 )z1
0
+
1
− (1− v)2z1zn2
Case 30a: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, a−1+ , b+1− ,−), where a + b ≡ 1 (n) and
a = 0.
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a
+
b
− v(1− v)zn1 z2 0− 0+ (1− v)zn1 z2
0
+
1
− −(1− v)2zn1 z2
Case 30b: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, a−1+ , b+1− ,−), where a + b ≡ 1 (n) and
a = 1.
a
+
b
− v
2(1− v)z1zn2 0− 0+ (1− v)zn+11 z2
0
+
1
− (1− v)(v2zn2 − zn1 )z1
Case 30c: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
0
+ ,−, a−1+ , b+1− ,−), where a+b ≡ 1 (n), a 6= 0,
a 6= 1.
a
+
b
− v(1− v)za1zn−a+12 0− 0+ (1− v)za1zn−a+12
0
+
1
− −(1− v)2za1zn−a+12
Case 31: (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) = (−,−,−,+,+,−). No admissible states exist.
Case 32: ( c1ε1 ,
c2
ε2
, ε3,
c4
ε4
, c5ε5 , ε6) = (
0
− ,
a
− ,−, 0− , a+1− ,−).
0
−
a
− g(a)(z
n
1 − vzn2 )z1z2 0− a+1− g(a)(zn1 − vzn2 )z1z2
This is also true when a = 0.
